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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Saturday, July 27, 1918

United States Cruiser Sunk By
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DEADLY EFFECT BY
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FRENCH TROOPS IN

MONTDIDIER AREA

11

HAVE REGAINED '
MUCH OF FORMER GROUND

by (!n
lnl,
Press.)

s.

pegnwthe French now have resrsinad
nearly all their old line positions and
dally are harassing the Germans with
counter-attack.Before the fighting died along the
western side of the
s
salient the villages of
and Vlllamontoire were captured
by French and American troops, who
advanced their lines eastward of
The fall of Otilchy give the allied
forces the key to the heights dominating
which lies
only a short distance to the oast. At
Oulchy forty guns and hundreds of
prisoners were captured.
Big guns have been pulled up for
the capture of
s.

Rheims-Roisson-

Oulrhy-I-e-Cha-te-

Oul-ch-

'
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FEDERALS

MEXICAN

journal special lcaikb wirbi
Pass, Tex., July 26. The
Eagle
story of their rescue by Carranza soldiers after they had been held captive
for she days by Mexican bandits was
told today by Nat B. Malone and T. V.
Barksdale.
ray mohmin

Carranza soldiers under command of Col. Adolfo Garcia
surprised the bandits Just as thev
were threatening their captives with
death, Malone said. In the skirmish
which followed six outlaws were killed, among them Felipe Muzqulx. head
of the bandits, and two
who said they were deserters from
the United States army.
Forty-seve- n

half-bree-

THE WEATHER
FOIUXAST.
26.

For New

Denver, Colo., July
Mexico: Saturday and Sunday generally fair; warmer central portion Sat-

urday.

Arizona: Saturday and Sunday
erally fair; not much change In
perature.
LOCAL REPORT

'A summary of local weather condi
tions tor tha twenty-rou- r
hours eno-inat t p, m. yesterday follows: Maximum temperature, 93 degrees; minifhum, (1- range ,32; at 6 p. m., 82;
ovttti wlnda; cloudy; traces of rain,
-
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infantry... the
The engagement completed,
French army swarmed
victorious
about the tanks and there were mutual congratulations all around. Tho
tanks came back decorated wl'l'.
French flags which had been placed
on them by a French general on behalf of himself and his men.
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Fourth Anniversary of the Con- Crown Prince Has Exhausted
All of His Reserves;
flict Probably Will Sec FightOnly
Fresh Ones Remaining Are
ing Raging From the North
in Rupprccht's Armies,
Sea to Rheims,
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Tor-

pedoed by Hun Soa Wolf;
Thirteen Members of Crew
Missing; Destroyer Sinks,
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Armed Vessel Marmora

w:is sunk off Fire Inland, which is Jiwt off l"uX
....I,
morning, July lit. The Kan
be built by cong'rv is in lSim, so she was not of the moil- -

GAMPS
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After more than a month of careful deliberation, the
city commissioners yesterday announced the appointment of A. R. Hebenstreit, of Tama county, Iowa, as Albuquerque's new city manager.
Although other applications had been received the
commissioners, on the basis of the very highest recommendations, yesterday announced they had closed a deal
with Mr. Hebenstreit, who will assume his duties here
not later than August 20.
Mr. Hebenstreit is primarily an engineer. He is 31
years old and is married. He is a graduated civil engineer, receiving his degree in June, 1911. From that time
until July, 1915, he was continuously employed by various
railroads and then became county engineer 'of Tama
county, where he served for four years.
The commissioners here have received from the county
board in Iowa, which employed Mr. Hebenstreit, a statement of his splendid ability and high efficiency. The
mayor of the city in which h$ was employed also has
written in glowing terms of liis efficiency and courtesy,
'
coupled with a large experience, in city affairs.
Mr. Hebenstreit will be a successor to former
City
Manager Paul G. Redington, whose resignation took effect July 15. At present the affairs of the city are entirely in the hands of the city commissioners and the city
'
clerk.
.,
In hiring Mr. Hebenstreit the commissioners believe"
they have obtained the right manlfor the place. With
serious engineering problems confronting the city, it was
felt that none other than a competent engineer could fill
the position. Satisfied that Mr. Hebenstreit has evary
qualification for the position, the commissioners closed
'.
the deal by telegraph yesterday. '

vKARCO WIRI

Buffalo, N, V., July lit). J. Lawrence Dunham of Brnokvillo, Ontario,
an aviator, was killcil by the fall of
an airplane at the Curtlss field here
today. Jams Doolitllc of Sun Francisco was probably fatally injured.
Doolittle died at a hospital an hour
after the accident. MaJ. Kdwanl S.
Moore, ranking officer at the field,
gave out u statement saying:
"All indications point to tho fact
that the pilot turned too short with
motor throttled and lost control of
machine when at too low altiudc, flying at the time of turning al sou left.

ill

WIRII

London, July 26. The British, armed cruiser Marmora was torpedoed
and sunk by a German submarine
Tuesday, according to an announcement made by tho British admiralty
tonight. The members of the crew of
the vessel are missing, and it Is presumed they were killed. The admiralty
also announces that a British torpedo
boat destroyer ran ashore Wednesday
and later sunk. Thirteen of her crew
are missing, and it Is presumed they
were drowned.
Naval records contain no cruiser
named Marmora and It is possible the
vessel sank was the Peninsular and
Oriental Steam Navigation company
steamer Marmora of 10,rOS tons gross.
She was built at Belfast in 1903, was
530 feet long and had a beam of sixty
feet.
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New 'York, July 26. Admission that
he sent mall to Germany through
secret channels ufter ' tho United
States entered the war has been made
by George Sylvester Viereck, editor of
Viereck's Weekly, formerly the Fatherland. According to a statemont
made by Merton 13. Lewis, attorney
general of New York. Viereck claimed
that tho letters were Innocent communications to his father in Berlin.
Viereck, who conducted an avowed
publication beforo this
country became a belligerent and admitted receivinsj $100,000 from tho
German government for Issuance here
of propnKiindii, was confronted with
the testimony of his stenographer who
mailed to persons in Scandinavia letters intended for his fathor, Luis
Viereck, In Berlin. He explained their
dispatch to points in. northern Europe
by saying his father "was likely to be
up there."
Tho letters were usually brought to
Viereck's office already written, the
typist said. They were in sealed envelopes addressed to Vlerck's father,
she declared. These she enclosed in
larger envelopes and mailed to persons in Scandinavia, whose addresses
her employer gave her. Sometimes,
she assert imI, duplicates of tho same
letters wero sent to different

TEUTONS FACING

1ST

CRITIC! L

MOMENT

OF WAR

American Aid Enables Allies to
Undertake Operations Which
Would Otherwise Be Impossible, Says Report,
laV MORNINa JOURNAL
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With tho French Army In France,
July 26 (by tho Associated Press.)
A retrospectivo
glance at the entire
battle since the Germans tried to
cross the Marno In their great effort
to break up the French armies, shows
tho
that, tho crown prince, th!nkin
French exhausted by the terrific defensive battles they foug;it during
March, April, May and June, had decided to launch a fresh offensive. He
was so confident of success that he
did not endeavor to hide his preparations.
When Ceticrnls von Kinem, vo
Iloehm anil von Kbnn started the attack on the nitiht of July )4, they expected to overcome all resistance and
easily capture Mont Mlrail, Kpernay
and Chalons. General retain, however, had prepared another plan which
whs presented to General Foch on
July 12 and which was approved the
following day.

Idea of ( rovm lriiicp.
The Idea was to abandon advanced)
posts ami hold the principal line or
resistance with only the absolutely essential forces and in tho meantime
e
on the
prepare a.
German flank when the enemy troops

lull in the struggle around
e
tho
s.ilient tod.:y, the
high command of the allied and German armies may be netting the stage
for the decisive battle of tho war. In
that event It seems moro than likelv to
observers that the fourth unniversary
of the conflict will see a flame of
fighting raging from cast of Khelms
to tho North sea; but with the crucial
conflict in progress somewhere Just
north of the Marne.
There Is nothing as yet In reports
to nhow General Foch's plan. Flickers
of fiKhting have occurred to the north
that may have more than local significance behind them.
There Is some
evidence of a feeling here that tho time
has not yet come when a sufficient
American army has been assembled In
Franco to warrant passing definitely
to offensive tactics.
Situation Han Changed.
It was recalled today that General
March recently Indicated to members of congress that this was not to
be txpected until later In tho year.
The sit nation has chaimed greatly
at the front since then, however, and
only developments there will show
what decision has been made.
At first it appeared that the fierce
counter-attaclaunched ly General
Foch on the western side of tho
salient was Intended only to
offset the German effort to encircle
Khelms and further exploit the menace- toward Purls. As success foln
lowed succpfs for the
troops, and ns the Italians and British joined, the nature of the Operation changed. It was clear that the
tables had been turned on the enemy
and thut Vhe nut cracker tactics he
had attempted to apply to Khelms
were in turn being applied to his
armies. '
I'jicmv Itcnlizcd lwniger.
The enemy was quick to realize his
danger. Behind a stubborn rear guard
he drew back across the Marno and
on Pane Two.1
i Continued

counter-offensiv-

W. U.COMPAMY
IS INDICTED BY
A

FEDERAL JURY
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New Yoik. July 26. The Western
inwas
Union Telegraph
company
dicted by a federal grand jury here
today on charges of having transmitted messages by mall.
The second Indictment charges violation of tlie federal code which forbids transmission of letters by such
private express routes. This bill involves tho company's alleged system
of sending night letters by private
messengers.
The indictments are against the
company only, officials not being
named.
Federal attorneys alleged that 346,- 417 mrKMJIl?CR Were drrlori hv maa- Ken?Arn between August 2. 1017 nnri
June 15. IMS. The maximum pen
alty that could follow conviction
wuum UK mica nfiBICHUling ajwzu,.
1

in'

Aisne-Marn-

o

Franco-America-

AMERICANS TOO
BUSY TO COUNT

THE ENEMY DEAD
1

MORNINO JOURNAL BRICIAL LIABIO
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Washington, July 2 fi .Satisfactory
progress is being made by the American troops assisting tho French and
Hrltish In pushing In the German
lines on tho Hoissons-Rhelm- s
salient,
members of tho house military committee were told today by Secretary
Baker and Gonoral March, chief of

staff.
The transportation facilities of the
expeditionary army are fully meeting
the strain placed upon them In keep
ing the moving troops supplied and
to bringing up heavy guns and ammunition ,the representatives were
told.
While without Information as to
casualties In tho present battln, Secretary Hakcr said the percentage of
men killed In previous fighting had
been rmarkably low. Figures furn-

ished tho commission members showed that" tho death rate In battle has
been eight per thousand while there
was exactly the same proportion of
doahs from disease among the expeditionary forces.
The officials said this undoubtedly
rate among
was the lowest death
troops at war In the histories of the
world.
General March s;ild that the 'American forces were too busy pressing
their offensive to even attempt to estimate the German dead.
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REGISTRANTS
1

SHOULD

IN

CLASS

BE OVER

50

POT,

Washington, July 26. Provost Mar.
sbal General Crowder today informed
state draft executives that more than
r0 per cent of the 744,000 registrants
In the 1918 classes are expected to be
placed In class one as physically qualified for general military service
instructed them to give "special ecru
tiny to the report of any local board
which falls to classify this percenti '.
age."
"The national average should;, be
much higher than 50 per cent because)
industrial, agricultural and dependency deferments and physical rejections
should be much lower," General Crow
:,, ,
der'g message said.

ad

CALLS FOR ACTION TO
COMBAT

UP HOPE OF VICTORY

journal aRRCAL ctAato wtaal
Washington, July 28. Delivery of
letters from chaplains, members
Red Cross and
of the American
others to families of American sol
diers killed overseas, recounting the
circumstances under which the men
died, Is to be expedited under a plan
announced ty General Pershing.
850.
Hereafter such letters will be
Two bills were filed aoralnat the
marked with a small cross, so that
Western Union. One accuses the company of having violated the federal they can be distinguished Immediately
law which forbids the establishment and hurried rrwara.
nf nrivntP eXDreSS for tha itrnvlan nf
letters between points to 'which the
Winding I'p German Ranks.
government
uperai.es mall ' service.
Ijondon, July 26. The bill which
counts in this Indictment cover finally winds
up German banks In
Eight
rrifitoa
tfittinr
T,n
...
h a HUB"
n in Maw VnbW.I. Ullll
Kngland, and prevents their reopen
York
and
New
war
;ton.
Philadelphia, New ing lor five years after th
York iml Washington
K
Tnk passed its third reading in the house
'
..
PI common' tooa. '
yiand Baltimore,
. , .
--

k

counter-offensiv-

were fully engaged In battle.
Kastward of Khelms the execution
of General Potato's plan was favored
by strong old positions, but to tho
westward of thut city tho problem was
complicated because tho organization
of tho ground held by tho French had
not been completed.
When tho battle opened, however,
and opposing plans were put to test,
that of General l'etaln proved Itself
superior to the others. The French,
Americans, Hrltish and Italians cooperated and completely upset the
crown prince's era nd lose project. Tho
result was the utter defeat and discomfit iiro of the German armies,
which wero obliged to employ many
divisions which had been reserved for
later blows.
Allies Struck at Itiglit Timo.
e
The allied
was remarkably well prepared and executed.
It. r' uck at the right place and at
tho proper time. T(ie Germans aro
now very anxious regarding tne positions of their great army between the
Alsno and tho Marne. It is for th If.
reason that they are fighting with
desperation.
The present moment for them Is one
of the most critical of the war, since
tho allies possess tho Initiative and the
army
rapidly Increasing American
enables them to undertake operations
which would otherwise be lmpossime.
The fighting will continue to be
very severe, as tho ground which the
Germans occupy in very suitable fof
a defensive battle, but tholr resistance
is costing them dearly. Their difficulties are being augmented every day
and It is probable that they will be
compelled to trunk hard before start
ing any other offensive, even If Its
object Is only to relieve the situation

MORNINa JOURNAL 8RSCIAL LKAtcD
,ai
As
a
London. July 26.
suit of last week's activities tho
whole situation on the western
front has been transformed. The
Germans, according to dispatch
from the front, have used slxty-fi- v
divisions on the Champagne front, anj
tho whole of the crown prince's re
serves have been exhausted. The anlj
fresh reserves remaining to the Oer
mans aro less than thirty divisions
attached to Crown Prince Itupprecht'e
armies.
Ijaitt week it appeared certain thsl
Prlnre Kupprecht would , be called '
upon to launch an attack upon the
British front, but the enemy put off
this attack and the psychological mo- ment for it probably has passed, for(
the' Germans appear committee to. the .
great battle In progress and cannot
afford to stako heavily on a dubious
operation at another part of the front,
according to the view of British ex-'
'
perts.
Hun Situation Not I'nlenabK
Tho Gorman situation In the salient,
although awkward, is not untenable..,
The enemy's difficulties are not great- '
er than those in which the British
army was placed for many months in
the Ypros salient, before the capture
of Mesalnos rldgc. The Ypres salient
was five miles wide and five mile
deep and waa donilnale,d by tha enesalient' it
my.
twenty miles wide and twenty "tnlles
deep and, similarly,- is dominated
the allied artillery.
Captured documents show the enemy had made up his mind on the dkf
after tho allied offsnslve began to undertake a retirement to a line alone
either the Ardre or Vcslo, and had actually given orders for this. The orders wero later cancelled; presumably owing to the difficulty of effecting an orderly retreat to the pinched
salient. It Is possible they have d
cided to retain the positions as UjbjI
as possible.
Kncmy at a DlMulvantagc, ,.
Military writers point out the allinf
are using up the German resorves. In
a battle where the Germans are corgi
tinuously In a disadvantageous posft
tion, so the situation is entirely satisfactory. If the enemy remains hewn
not undertake any Important offeo
sive and tho allies, could hold the'fl-llcn- t
lightly and devote their energies
elsewhere.
One reason of the German abandonment of tho plan for retirement: is
found In the reports of allied airmen,
which show tremendous congestion
along the lines of German communication. The Germans may be merely
holding on as long as possible in oeder
to effect an orderly withdrawal and
to remove the vast accumulation - of
stores and munitions whteh had-Wgathered In this district, ready for a
great advance southward.
Undoubtedly a big effort will be
mado to straighten out the confusion '
which now exists along all the arteries
of the salient. All these arteries now
are constantly under the allies' shf-firand work among them must be
'
'J
very difficult.
(RV
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The United States cruiser Sun Diego, once the California,
V
a
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Commander .May Be Germans May Have Decided to'
Retain Positions in Soissori
Trying to Force Foe Out of
'
Marno-RheiSalient as.
Loop Rather Than Trap Him,
Is Washington's View,
Long as Possible,
ms

Tn

New City Manager Is Named

.
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tendon, July 26. Premier Uoyd
George tonight anounced in behalf of BERLIN SAVINGS BANK
the government that all men who are
wilfully absent from work on or after
TO ENCOURAGE THRIFT
Monday next will be deemed to have
voluntarily placed themselves outsir'r
Protection
the munitions Industries.
New York, July 26. Every child in
certificates will cease to have effect
and the men will become liable to the Berlin is to receive a pass book showprovisions of the military service act, ing a deposit of one mark, according
to a plan announced by the Berlin
the premier said.
The statement pointed out that cer- city council and the Berlin Savings
In
their
bank, a municipal institution. This
tain workers had quit
jobs
as a means of
disregard of their leaders and remain- method was adopted
ed Idle against the advice of tho union celebrating tho one hundredth
of the founding of tho bank
advisory committee.
work." the on June IS. The annual birth rate
have ceased
"They
statement said, "not in pursuance of of Berlin is 40,000.
a trade dispute but in an endeavor to
Hall.'
K. of C.
force the government to change A naFort Bliss, Tex, July 26. The
tional policy essential to the prosewar
national
Columbus
of
war.
cution of the
Knights
has appropriated
"While millions of their fellow fund organization
countrymen hourly are facing danger $15,000 for erecting a recreation hall
and death for their country, the men at tho post here and plans are now
on strike have beeji granted exempbeing prepared for the building. While
tions from those perils only because Intended for recreation
their services are considered of more of the men of Catholic faith, tho hall
value to the state in the workshops will be open to soldiers of all
than in the army.
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CHAMPAGNE AREA

Allied

annl-versa-

ualties;
un the other battle fronts the military activity is nominal, although considerable ftnhting continues In Macedonia and Albania with the allied
troops holding the upper hand.
The British navy has lost the armored cruiser Marmora throueh a
submarine attack, while a torpedo
boat destroyer has run aground and
sunk.
Warnmg has been sounded to the
British premier to the striking muni
tion workers that they must return to
work by Monday or become liable to
the provisldns of the military service
act.
,
:

With the British Army in Franca
July 26 (by the Associated Press.)
Tanks blazed the trail for and
with the French infantry In Us
recent ground gaining assault norih
of Montdidier. By hurling th? enemy
west of the Avry river from the high
ground between Morlsol and Montdidier into the valley on a front of more
than two miles, withdrawal from other positions was compelled.
The
French somewhat relieved the pressure on Amiens and aaptured ground
which gives excellent observation.
While tho French Infantry had no
great amount of experience with
was perfect.
tanks, the
Out of the early morning storm tho
monsters
great lumbering
suddenly appeared before the German outposts.
They promptly proceeded to crush the
machine gun nests and then to chase
and run to earth stray enemy groups.
The Germans had a perfect horror
of the tanks, according to prisoners,
They rolled flat enemy machine gun
guns which wore
posts and anti-tan- k
rathor freely scattered, sent bullets
Into the enemy front lines.
During the engagement two of these
forts on wheels were slowed up by
artillery fire from hostile batterlc?
above thp Avre river, but the crows
emerged, set up machine guns in the
open and reaped a little harvest of
boches In conjunction with the French

ULTIMATUM IS I! 5SUED
TO BR1TISI 1 STRIKERS

when the time is ripe.
Guns continue to throw shells from
all angles Into the German forces Inside the big bag.
(iermuna planning Retreat
While there has heen no attempt by
the Germans at a general retreat, an
indication that a retreat is purposed
is shown by the fact that the enemy
is using comparatively small forces of
infantry on various sectors, depend-iiii- r
mainly on his machine gunners to
retard the progress of the allies. '
In France and Flanders the British
have been compelled to withstand
several violent attacks by the Germans, near Hetuberne and In the vicinity of Meteren. The enemy in both
nri waa repulsed with heavy cas-

BY

OPINION

FOCH'S POCKET IS NOT
SUFFICIENTLY NARROWED

I.V MORN.N. JOU.NAL .RBC.L LB.BBB W,..

The ninth day of the allied offensive In the Solssons-Rhelm- s
salient
saw a lessening In the intensity of the
battle along the western side of the
salient. Only mutual bombardments
were In progress. Along the Marnc
and southwest of Rheims the allied
troops were still at deadly grips with
the enemy.
The Germans strove hard to hold
back the French and American troops
in the forest north of the Marne, debouching from thewoods in strong
counter-attackThe enemy everywhere was forced further, back and
the forests have been almost entirely
cleared of Germans.
Southwest of R:.c-ri,- s
Jieuvy reinforcements' have been thrown along
the front. In the region of Reull,
wherethe battle lino turns sharply toward Rheims, die French have captured several points of vantage, including the village of Reull. They
have advanced northward, notwithstanding the violence of the counter
'
move.
British Cling to Vrigny.
V
To the northeast, where the Germans are facing the British, the Ger- mans nave recaptured Mery and Hill
204, but the British have retained
thoir hold on Vrigny and most of the
dther territory taken in that region.
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TERRIBLE LOSSES ARE'
INFLICTED ON TEUTONS
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Big Guns Continue to Throw Forts On Wheels Pour Hot Shot
Into Foe's lines and Reap
; Shells From All Angles Into
German Forces Inside Big
a Harvest of Boches; Victors
Loop Devised by Foch.
Highly Praised,
U ndated Wur

r".:.

1

f!kf

Only Mutual Bombardments on Great Lumbering Monsters ProWestern Side of Salient, but
ceed to Crush Machine Gun
Nests and Then Chase and
Fighting Is Raging Near Old
Cathedral City,
Run Enemy to Earth,
FRENCH

TEUTONS HURL 65

up
--

ACO IT

EDITION

Daily by Carrier or Mall, 70c a Moot
Single Copies,

FLARE
Off Long Island BATTLFJD

at

CITY.

DIVORCE

EV1U

NCRNiNa JOURNAL IFIUU LSABBB IRI ,
Amsterdam,
July 28. Husbands
and wives in Germany who are weary
of the bonds of matrimony are maka
ing use of charges of espionage to per
secute one another, says the Rhenish,
Westphallan Gazette, citing a numbeu
of Incidents which recently have oc
curred. Many of these cases were ef
false charges, hut the victim was nftH
ally detained and. subjected to con.
stunt surveillance by the police. rBoa
gus letters play an Important part lot
those cases. . The Oasette calls toe
strong measures to counteract what' If
characterises as "this
- -- ... growing; evlt."
1ST

'aV MORNINa JOURNAL BRVCAL LIARRD WIRRI
July 6. Hope of winning

Indon,
war Is

the
fading fast in the German
trenches, If letters taken from some
German prisoners accurately reveal
the morale of some of the Gorman
troops.

"The Americans are in front of ps
and they are terrible men," read nr.e
letter taken from a German prisoner.
"Wo no longer have any hope," he
continued. "My company of 130 is
down to thirty."
"We should stop before we nre utterly demolished, " wrote another German soldier. "I am always hoping the
French may succeed In roping us in.
We should then at any rate be relieved from the moral anguish we
are continually suffering. Our strength
Is becoming more and more sapped
and If soma of us do vet home we
' i
shall bo broken men."

..

i

"
Game Wardens to Alaska!
Washington, July 2s. Ten (pcc&l
wardens will be sent to Alaska sooni
to prevent violations of the fisheries;
law. Five will be detailed' In south
eastern Alaska and the ether to th
Copper and Deering rivers. Prlncf
William sauna isd sat iBiav

k

TWO

Albuquerque Morning . Journal, Saturday, July 27,

)

WASH DAY NEEDS
t

Our store is a good place to buy what you need to lighten
Wash Day Work. Note the prices on the following :
New Rapid Vacuum Washers
$17.50
.
Wash Tub Benches
.$2.25
No. 8 Heavy Copper Bottom Wash Boiler
$3.00
90c to $2.00
Clothes Baskets
45c
Silver King Wash Boards
50c
Glass King Wash Boards
3Cc Up
Wire Clothes Lines
75c
Ironing Boards
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We have a good stock of Wash Tubs, Clothes Pins, Mop3
and Mop Wringers.
;;:;;:;;:.!.:.:jiuH1Liii:Hi;iHii,,i,,:,:h,Ai:!ii:i:iitailii1.

We Have It"
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North First Slice'
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AZTEC FUEL CO.
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VINDICATION

Jewelt Fire
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Storage, coal and
all kinds of wood.
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JAPANESE ACCEPT
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TEXAS PRIMARY
Governor Who Was Impeached
Is Trying to "Come Back";

Contest Today Is Expected
To Be a Warm One,

PROPOSAL TO AID

1BV
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Kalliis, Tex., July 2 6. Interest In
the Texas democratic primary in
which a full state ticket will be selected, centers in the gubernatorial
race
.lames K. Ferguson,
between
who was removed from the governorship a year ago by impeachment, and
Gov. William I'. lobby, who bus been
elected lieutenant governor for the
last two terms with Ferguson and who
succeeded to the governor's
chair
when Ferguson was impeached. Texaf
women will vote in tomorrow's primaries for the first time nnd many
politicians are admittedly
prepared
for surprises at the polls. In the congressional race scats in eleven of the
eighteen districts are contested, fluted Slates Senator Morris Sheppurd is
unopposed for
Mr.; Ferguson asked vindication,
charging be had been removed by
His opponents
political
trickery.
argued that victory for Ferguson
in
election
of a
result
the
might
In November.
The fact of
was
it
Ferguson's impeachment,
argued, would prevent his being Seated even should ho 'obtain a majority
of the votes cast.
Governor Hobby appeared before
he voters as a "win the war"
1
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July 20. II is officially
announced here that Jnp,n htis decided to accept the American proposal
to assist the Ozecho-.''livacrnim in
Siberia,.
London,

k

Hint
WashinKton, July IiI-'an official annoum cinont h;rd been
In
made
that Japan hid deViva

--

cided to accept tho proposal of the
United States to give military assist-anc- e
Cxceho-Slo-

Id

to the

1
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;k nrn'iy in S-

v

iberia did not alter the rouisn of the
government In cle.liiiim; to reveal the
status of the nesoiintionii.
The problem Involve!! in aiianpinK
Siberia and Russia is very complex.
The American proposal was of sm h
a nature trfat it mis nil poHxihlc. to
render a nlmple nftirnvitivi or neita-tlv- e
response. Therefore Hi" .lap.imse
KOvernmebt wa under the meeisityj
or seeKingr lurinor inturmatmn. This
now is belnB imparted but some lime is
required for the nccersnry diplomatic
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However, it may be stated that the
entente, Japan and the United States
are fully agreed on the broad principle that assistance must be afforded
tho Czecho-Slovn- k
forces In Siberia,
and that the exchanges now Roins on
relate to the best mean.i to ai
h
that end.
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Wilh the American Army on the
e
front, July 26 (by the
Associated
Tho
American
Press.)
troops advancing along the Marne
have discovered hundreds of dead Germans. The victims fell before the
heavy machine gun fire of tho Americans during the. retreat. The Americans buried as many bodies as was
possible. It is estimated that 2,000
Germans fell there.
Farmers along tho Marno report
of Gerinan
having seen the
dead floating down the stream. The
military authorities are planning some
system by which they curr deaf the
river of bodies.
Thrro days after the Germans evac
uated Chateau Thierry tho Americans
found a lone German In Mont St. Pere.
hiding in a cellar. The nrisoner said
he was tired of the war and was de
termined to secrete himself, notwithstanding the fact that he had no food
and later take a chance by surrender
ing, to tho allies. JJo said the German
soldiers wero dissatisfied with the way
affairs wero going and the general
opinion was that the crown prince was
unable to bring un sufficient rein
forcements or food supplies to aid the
forces being attacked from tho south.
The American soldiers watched wih
pleasure the prisoner appease his ap
petite after Irs three days' fast. The
German reqiusted the Americans not
to report his desertion, saying f they
ain a nu no ever got oack to uermany
he would bo shot.
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ing need for goose It would be well to
London, Jul 20. The provisional confine its foraging to Rg own terriassumed
Omsk
has
at
tory and avoid casting unpleasant Imgovernment
The
supreme authority In Siberia nnd pro- plications upon its neighbor.
claimed Siberia's Independence, ac- second disowned the feathers but paid
cording- to. a Reuter dispatch from for the goose as a matter of pride. To
protect the property of the natives
Peking under date of Tuesday.
The provisional government has in the area occupied by tho American
annulled all bolshevik decrees and re regiments the colonel has prescribed
established' the Siberian duma. Ap- a new penalty, "Any man In my comV
proval of these actions has been re- mand who lays a hand on a fowl that
quested of the Vladivostok juvern- - hag not been bought and paid (or will
have tp' eat the feathers," he declare'.
ment,
.
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Fremont Gash Grocery
his dash for Soitsons.

GENERAL FOCH IS
AN ABLE LEADER

MARINENOT

Philadelphia, July 26. of the shipdiplomnts,"1he guests
ping board at an Inspection of Vjie
Hog Island shipyard, were told today
by Chairman Hurley that the great
merchant marino now being built by
the United States must bring prosperity to America's neighbors as well as
to this country, or the pride of tho
in the
United States government
n

Military Commentators Begin Complimenting
Allied Commander; Croakers
Fiercely Lashed,

German

1ST

MOKNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL

Amsterdam, July
sion 'that the

26.

Franco-America-

LEASED

W1REJ

The imprescounter-off-

n

has made on tho Germans Is illustrated In an article written by Deputy Traub of the Prussian
newslower house, e
paper, the Tagliche Rundschau. Traub
"who
fiercely lashes the croakers,dare doubt the official headquarters
reports of victories." He makes a des"more nerve," and
perate appeal for blusters
thus:
"more faith" and
the
"If 'Der Aalte Frit.' (Frederick and
Great) walked the streets todaywould
Baw the people's long faces, he
say: 'Remember the seven years' war
when fortune was often dead against
ns. Why grumble because affairs on
the Marno are not going as well as expected? Devil lake you! You ought to
be ashamed of yourselves!"
The German military commentators
have begun complimenting tho allied
commander, General Foch, now that
they are no longer able to conceal his
sticcrsa from the Gci;man public. The
Vosslsche Zeitung of Berlin refers to
him repeatedly as an "able master,"
while General von Ardenne, in the
the
Tageblatt frankly admits that
shortening of tho German lineof had
tho
result
tho
as
become necessary
French
'."impetuous
gerallssimo's
counter offensive."
It is noticeable also that all the
German newspapers speak of the recent operations as a "defensive batArdehno
credits
tle," and General
General Forh with a plan to extend
his lino northward with the object of
ensive

Pan-Germ-

SPECIAL LEASED WIRE'

Oulchy-Le-Chatea-

MERCHANT

TO AID AMERICA ALONE

ENEMY SOLDIERS
.INAL

of
after tho initial success the course
the
Focb's onslaught was spent on .tune
third day, and that since ..that
he has made! no further progress in

TE DTONSNQM

WITH- BODIES OF

AORN'NO JOI

819 West Central.

Phono 887.

GROUND COVERED

With tho French Army in France,
July 20 fNoon, hy tho Associated
With the eanturo todav nf
Press.)
u
the town of
tho
allies uro nearing the summit of the
plateau overlooking
Further north the capture of
Villemontoire was effected after fighting of the most desperate character in
the streets and In the deep caverns
nearby.
To the east of Rhcims tha French
under General Gouraud havo recovered virtually the entire line of advanced posts which they abandoned
when tho Germans made their first
onslaught on the, night of July 14.
The famous Main Do Massiges, which
marked the eastern extremity of the
German offensive line, Is again in allied possession.
Eyerywhero this region is covered
with Gorman bodies, which tho enemy
has been unable to bury since he sufch terrific losses when ho was
fered
concentrating for his assault on the
French lines.

4
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attacking the erofc'n prince's army in
the year as well as on the front. This,
forcoupled with the difficult
mation of the German line where the
fighting is proceeding In the wooded
zig-za- g

wilderness to the southwest of Rheims,
he says, makes a concentration of the
German forces advisable. The com
mentator goes on at great length to
explain to his German readers that
this means nothing serious and, if any
Mass.
ground is yielded it is of course eneDtedl of Wnund-4ground.
my
Sergeant John A. Peterson, Sundo-val- l,
In Vorwacrtfl, Col. Richard Gnedke
Sweden; Corporal Ludy C. Tum-lipays a handsome tribute to General
Fountain Inn, S. C; Privates
Forh for profiting by past experience
Thomas Claudlo, Morong Rizul, I'. I.;
'
and gaining his end by launching a
CONFERENCE OF GOLD"
Joseph A. Urhonskl, Nilca, III.
flank attack. "Hp succeeded." Colonel
Privates Richard C. Becker,
says, nnd ho adds what for a
PRODUCERS IS CALLED GaedWe
Minn.; William Bowdin,
German is an astounding admission.
N. i'.; Knos I). Lewis, Williams"mainly because the armed resistance
IV MORNINO JOURNAL SPSCIAL LSARED WIRE!
burg, Va.; Forney K. Rupert, Brador the Americans proved effective.
ford, Pa.; Fred feaehenor, Sholhina,
Reno, Nev., July 2(1. A conference
"Tonnago and measures of safety at
Mo.; .lease Williams, Uimhkln, Pa.
of gold producers of the western sea seem to havo been provided in
states to consider the rold situation sufficient measures for the bringing
and to work out some rtlan to stimuof hundreds of thousands of Amerilate tho production of gold In the cans across the ocean," continues the
west has been called jointly by Gov- writer.
assimi"They have
21
FOR
ernor Boyle of Nevada and the Ameri- lated the art of war, forrapidly
war is a quick
can Mining congress to be held In and thorough trainer."
Reno on August 12.
Tho writer, however, maintains that
n,
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of Honor

Garry" Plan

We Have a Full Assortment of Fluent Fruits iiikI Vegetables
Silver Leaf Lard,
Nice Cal. Tomatoes, 2 lbs. ..25c
3 lb. can
. 85c
Nice Cal. Tomatoes,
Red Karo Syrup, 5 lb. can . . 50c
'
fje F.lue
per basket
Karo Syrup, 5 lb. can . 15c
New Sweet Potatoes,
. 65e
Oil, 1 qt can
2 lbs
.25; Mazola
:
Maiiola Oil, pt. can.
.r.c
2 Ujh
Apricots,
Ma rshmal low Cream,
;'
. ISU
1
nt. jar.
, . . SOc
Pears, lb
. . . 10c
. 1 lie
Jello, pkg
Peaches, Hi
. . . I V;
of
Cream
Rice, pkg
Plurfis, lb
. . ..Mil!
. 'Fresh Fggs, r.oz
Lemons, do;'.
Home. Dressed Fat Hens lb :!()
Hie
Green lie.ms, lb. . . .
. . . .MX;
Walter Baker Cocoa,
Spring Chickens, lb.
t . . 35c
. 25e
lb. can. j
Ducks, lb
YOl'll SUNDAY OUTING LUNCH
Roast Chicken, Pork, Beef, Boiled Ham, Tongue, Summer Sausage,
Potato Salad, Potato Chips. Cheese, olives. Pickles and Jelly, Ktc.
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American Casualties

Aisne-Marn-

RRCCIAL

--

"Cast and

AND SAVE MONEY

.fonrnul Special leased Wire.)
illy Morning
;.
true son of this great democracy, but
July
Wilson today in a personal statement its betrayer and does more to discredaddressed to his fellow countrymen it her by that single disloyalty to her
denouncing mob rpint and mob ac standards of law and of rights than
tion called upon the nation to snow the words of her statesmen or the
dethe world that w'ni!-- 'l Uu'ii'a
sacrifices of her heroic boys In the
fields it is not trenches can do to make suffering
mocracy on foreii'
at
homo.
peoples believe her to be their savdestroying ilemoerney
The' president de'iennced mo--- em- iours. How shall we commend demonof
all Korts, racy to th acceptance of other peoples,
phatically mob ;r :i"ii
especially lynching, am' wlii'e h" t!.,l if we disgrace our own by proving
not.rcfor fpeclfirally lo iMichJn.Trt of that It is, after all, no protection to
it
ku wn that the weak? Every moh contributes to
negroes in the
German lies about the United Stales
he included it in hi.rharaetrr:i.ion
of mob spirit as a "hi, w at lii" hirt what her most gifted tiat'3 cannot imof ordereif law and huniajjo Ju uici'." prove upon hy thexway of calumny
They can at least say that such things
:i: i.iu nt fo'.!
The, president's
cannot happen in Germany except in
t. "My countrymen: i 'ake U.o liberty
'aw is
u riihjeet times of revolutions, when
of addressing you u;..,
which so vitally. uffccls the honour. of swept away.
Asks All to
tho nation and the very character
"I therefore very earnestly and soland Integrity of oi;r institutions that
that the governors of all
emnly
beg
I trust you will think niy justified in tho
states, tho law officers of every
it.
about
Very
plaint.
speaking
and, above all, tho men
community,
spirit which and women of every community in
"I allude to the in
has recently here und there very fre- tho United States, who revere Amerquently shown its head amongst us ica and witih to keep her name without
will
not In any single region, but in many stain or reproach, will
and widely separated parts 'of tnr reek not passively, merely, but ac
country. There hive been many tively and watchfully, to make an,
of this disgraceful evil. It cannot
lynching and every ono of them has end
been a blow at the heart of ordered live where, tho community docs not
law and humane justice. No man who countenance it.
"I have called to put lis great enerloves America ,no man who really
and it ban responded
cares for her fame and honour and gy Into this war
with a great spirit and
character or who is truly loyal to her a responded,
for action that bus thrilled
Institutions, can justify mob action thesenilis
world, v l now call upon it, upon
whilo the courts of justice are nprr. its men
and
everywhere to see
and the governments of the elates to it that itswomen
laws are
inviolate,
and the nation are ready and able to its fame untarnished. Letkept
us show our
do their duty.
utter contempt for the things that
have made this war hideous among
righting Lawless Passion.
Iho wars of history by showing how
"We are at this very moment fightthose who love liherly anil right and
ing lawless passion. Germany has outlawed herself among tie nations be- justice are willing to lay down their
cause she has disregarded tho sacred lives for them upon foreign fields,
stand ready also to illustrate to all
obligations of law and hasmado lynchers of her armies. I.Miehers emulate mankind their loyalty to the things at
her disgraceful example. I,' for my home which thoy wish to see established everywhere as a blessing and
part, am anxious to see every comto the people who have nevthat protection
munity in America rise aboveresoluer
known ,the privilege of liberty and
level, with pride and a fixed
tion which no man or set of men can
"1 can never accept any man as a
afford to despise.
champion of liberty either for
"We proudly claim to bo tho chamor
the. world who does not
If we really are reverenre for
pions of democracy.
and obey the laws of our
in deed and in truth, let us see to It own beloved Jand,
whoso laws we ourthat we do not. discredit our own. 1 selves have made. He has adopted
who
the standards of the enemies of his
say plainly that every American
takes part in the action of a mob or country, whom no affects to despise.
no
countenance
of
Js
gives any sort
"WOOQROW WILSON.'

Washington.

Roll

fR
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the Laws of Our Beloved Land

,

Lieut. Col, Clark Klliett was killed
by machine cmi fire in the Sommo
sector while Inspecting the American
front lines. Mai. J. M. McCloud was
wounded while leading his men when
the Americans crossed the Soissons- Arras road durin:; the offensive. Ho
was wounded in the left arm and the
left side by machine gun bullets but
after receiving first aid ho continued
fighting. The major was kilicd soon
afterwards by a hi;;h explosive shell.
McCloud tiled,
aft'-Major
Lieut. James C. Lodur was killed hy
machine gnu fire near where McCloud
fell.
n different
days the following
captains wen1 killed bv machine guns
and shells, all of them lending; their
men when tlicv l'll: lames A. Ldger
ton, Jiriius A. Mood. Alfred U. Harnel.
.lames N. ('. Kicliard and James H
Holmes.
Itiirieil on Wheat I'lc'.d.
Lieutenant Lodar, Captain Holme:!
and Major McCloud were burled at a
cross roads in a wheat field two kilometers southeast of
Colonel Smith was buried at
near Luzarehes, und tjie other
officers were interred on tho spots
where they fell.
Colonel Smith was looking over the
edge of a hill endeavoring to locnte
the Germans when he was struck.
The Americans already held their objective hut Colonel .Smith desired to
Ho was in an
Impove the position.
outpost
accompanied
by Prviato
Charles An;; of Sacramento, Calif.,
who rendered first aid and called for
assistance.
,
rseoomitig impatient Aug suggested
dragging Colonel Smith back, but the
colonel said: "That would be too much
of a chance for you, Au:. There is
no use of you exposing yourself. Tho
wound is not serious; I can wait."
Ilics on Way lo Hospital.
and started with
Aug insisted
BY MORNINO
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEAREO WIRE1
Colonel Smith through a wheat field.
Washington.
Julq 2. Tho army
There was no complaint from Smith
list today shows:
during the trip, Aug frequently stop- casualty
Killed in action, 21; died of wounds,
how tho
ping to rest and inquire
t; died of disease, 6; wounded severewounded man felt, and the colonel reB0; missing, 6; prisoner, 1; total,
plying: "I'm all right, look out for ly,
118.
Those
yourself.
mncjiine
gunners
Lucas M. Parra, 1,109 East
Private
can see you move, but not me."
street, Phoenix, Ariz., was
They finally reached a farm house Madison wound.
where American soldiers wero shel- severely
The list:
tered.
The farm house was more
Kilicd In Action.
than 200 yards from the snot where
Coporals Walter Jordan, D.inville,
Colonel Smith was wounded. The
was dressed but Colonel Smith Vt.; Loyal A. Osborno, Irvington, N.
J.: Farle Wardell, Beverly, Mass.; Jodied on the way to a field hospital.
seph Worthy, IOivell, Mass.; MechanThe cemetery
at
rry-!,- a
Ville,
where Colonel Smith was' burled. Is ic Samuel J. Whittakor, Fall Hiver;
Private l,eon E. Abbott, Swampcott,
on a high ground overlooking forests
and grain fields and on clear nights Mass.; Flmer L. Bassinger, Tuttle,
Okla.; Carl Hapanovlch, Cahrin, Rusthe lights of Paris are visible.
sia; Frank A. Harrington, Mcthuen,
McD.Tnlel,
Mass.; Charles
Bagnell,
Mo.; Karl O. McGrath, Lakeport, N.
IS
H.; Pete Jfurchn, Russia; Joseph Messina, Kankakee; William .1. Mctzens,
Howard, HI.; Foster L. Riffenburg,
North Adams, Miss.; Joseph Schutz,
Mearl Smith,
Fall Leaf,
Detroit;
WHO IS
Kans.; Frank K. Snider, Holyoke,
Mass.; Otis K. Soprr, West Sorner-villMass.; Harry Spritz, Iiwrencc,
Mass.; stamon O. Wilbur, Roslindale

Penver, Gnlo., July 2fi. The state
utilities commission announced
today was apparently still HtrungliiiK public
late this afternoon that it would reanorthward out of the depth of the der
a
af 10 o'clock next Tuesdecision
pocket Ih which he hn-- been eaupht. day on whether too commission had
To save his advanced forces hev,
jurisdiction on the question of sus
have been called to hold
the operation and later junk-lin- g
the Jaws of the reiit trap untilapart
the pending
Colorado Midland railroad.
armies of the crown prince could es- The 'the
hearing of the case, which has
cape.
been refore the commission for two
Yesterday the advance of the Britwas devoted exclusively O the
ish northward from the region ' of dayr,,
of Jurisdiction. NTho nttor
Rhclms aroused hope anions officials question
for the receiver for tho roat ap
here that the allied forCea might be neys
by the district court r.f Fl
able to spring the trap. The lull 'to- pointed
Paso county at Colorado Springs at
to
Indicate
seemed
General Foeh the
day
that the order for suspen
was not prepared at this time to press sion time
was made, contended that the
hlg advantage to IiIh full power In that district court in taking actl.in first
direction.
The law- had exclusive jurisdiction.
IhriRn uhn riritvlHn
Jicket Not Sufficiently Narrowed. vnr TonprKpnllnir
The pocket Is not as yet sufficiently the abandonment of the road assert
narrowed at the top to prevent with- ed that the commission had aut'iority
drawal of
armies falling and that before a road could eeatre
behack from the Martie, officers
operation it must have tho consent of
lieve. That the main pressure of the that
"body.
allied troops today was rather against
In taking the question of Jtnisdic
the blunt apex tlian against the ex- tion tinder
advisement tho commis
tended sides of (he salient was taken sion also announced that it would ask
as an Indication that the Supreme com- to appear before tho district court of
mander was bent more on forcing his Kl Paso county next Monday and
opponent out of the pocket than to explain what the commission believes
to bo its rights and duties in the mattrap him In it.
Should General Foch feel that he ter in an endeavor to secure a modshould still await the coming of more ification of the court order heretoAmerican troops to give a decided pre- fore made, to the end that all parponderance In numbers, officers an- ties and interest concerned might apticipated that he would continuo to pear before the commission und pro-se- '
such testimony as they deslro.
harry the retiring enemy flank and
BITTER WORDS PASS '
front, exploiting his present victories
to the fullest possible extent and forc
OVER STOLEN GOOSE
ing th enemy to decide upon making
a stand. When that line1 wuh reached SIBERIA THROWS
IRV MORNINO
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEA ESP WINE
or approached, however, a suddent
Headquarters of the ; American
transfer of allied offensive tactlca to
Troops With the British Forces In
ths Flcardy or more probably the
France. July. 2C. Hitter words have
Flanders front would be natural.'
passed between tVo baltajlons of
OFF
BOLSHEVIK!
Two-bAmerican soldiers here over a stolon
it
ctntt.
Join the
goose. The bird was missed from a
farm in the area occupied by cne
battalion but the feathers were toi-nwithin tho district occupied by tho
YOKE; IS REPDRT other.
Believing that its territory ,had t een
invaded the first battalion Informed
the second that when it felt the growmy

S3
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Willi the American Army on the'
e
Front, Wednesday, July
24
(by the .Associated Tress
Ha mill on Smith of the United States
army died on July 22 within a few
hours after receiving a machine gun
Colonel
heart.
wound below the
Smith was making observations after
a morning attack in anticipation of
Imrrovlnj the American positions
south of Soissons. near Missy
I
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Marne Front,

KNOWN NEXTWEEK
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i'--

Col, Hamilton Smith, Lieut. Col,
' Clark Elliott and Maj. J. M.
Kilicd On Aisne- McCloud

ENDOWED
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GERMAN BULLETS
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VICTIMS
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RAABE & M AUGER
"If It's Hardware,

Wilsoij Denounces Mob Action
and Calls on People to Obey

3AR10FFIRS
ARE

1918

achievement will bo diminished.
"You may send tiack to your peoples the word that these ships will not
bo used exclusively for this nation'
aggrandizement in peace," ho declared, "any more than they are used
for such aggrandizement in the war
that is now raging. Tt has been laid
down as a rule of our conduct at hoinn
during tho war that no excess profit
shall be made out of the struggle of
humanity. That rule wil lnot be lifted
when peace comes. When the war is
won the ships that have served their
military purposes will play a largo
part in bringing tho neighborly nations of this continent closer to-

gether."

-

MRS. J. F. CLARK DIES
AT HER JjOME IN
BPh

l

AL

CORRESPONDENCE

TO

BELEiM-

MORNINS JOURNAL)

Helen, N, M.. July 2fi. Mrs. J. F.
Clark died at her home in Helen Wednesday niulit. She had been In poor
health for sofne time. Mr. Clark is
cashier at the freight depot. Sho
leaves three children, two of whom
are visiting In Oklahoma.
Funeral ' arrangements have not
been announced.

NEW REVOLUTION IS
BREWING IN MEXICO
IBV MORNING

JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE!

Paso, Tex., July 26. La Repubprinted
lics, a Mexican newspaper
here, appeared today with an extra
anil
Cabral
edition announcing that
Julian Medina had crossed tho Mexican border into the state of Sonora
"for the purpose of launching a revolution to restore the constitution of
Ca1S",7," according to tho extra.
bral was a revolutionary general and
Medina was governor of Aguas
under tho Carranza provisional
?
government.
Reports of a military movementin
government
against tho Carranza
Sonora havo been received here for
the past month. A rumor that a former Villa general was in Nogales,
Ariz., ready to cross, was denied liero
today but it is known that a number of
Mexicans were sent out of here last"
week, to the Arizona border, presumably to work on the project and join
the movement .against tho established
government.
F.l
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Sour Slomni ti nun Belching.
"When I began "taking Chamberlain's Tablets threo years ago I was
troahlcd most of the time with belchI also had
ing and sour stomach.
This
headache and constipation.
was
what
just
rlv system
remedy
needed. It strengthened my digestion
and restored me to my former good
health," writes Mrs. A. D. Smith,
Jordan, N. V.

CONNECTION WITH

THEFTS OF BEEF
(RV

HON.HNn JOURNAL BRECtNl. LEASED WIRE)
'
New
2fi.
Twenty-on- e

York, July
persons were Iflnlctcd here today by
the federal grand jury on a charge of
being implicated in the theft of beef
consigned to the United States army,
The defendants, who include butchers, purchasing agents, government
checkers and truck drivers, are accused of violating the United States
criminal statute which has to do with
conspiracies to embeur.lo and lispof,o
of government property without
'

of the defendants except one
have been arrested and they were
held in hail of from $1,000 to $10,000
each. According td E. Paul Yai!c.l;i, r,s.
slstant United States attorney the plan
was for checkers to toil foremen at
the delivery depots to give receipts
to drivers for a smaller amount than
wd been loaded upori their.trucks The
surplus beef, It' in charged, thus withheld from the goyernmont ,was bought
ty the accused butchers who Slid U
at a big profit.
AH

NORWAY PROTESTS
ACTION OF

WIRE

(BY

MLNIN

JOURNAL SPECIAL LEAStO WIRE)

London, July 26. The Norwegian
government has sent a protest to Berlin complaining of the action of a
submarine in holding up the Norwegian steamer Hank on July 10.
Sho steamer was stopped In Norwegian territorial waters and a German prize crew was placed on board.
The crew headed the Hank southward
but the steamer was overtaken by a
Norwegian torpedo boat wViich placed
the prize crew back, on the submarine.

MED) .CROSS
BEWiflTDAftCf
At SAN DOMINGO PUEBLO
AUGUST 3 and 4, 1913

SAME TIME AND PLACE OF THE

FAR-FAME-

D

Santo Domingo Corn Dance
GOOD FLOOR
GOOD MUSIC
'
Also Refreshments
Lunch WfUl be served
V
EVERYBODY WELCOME
;
,
1

ADMISSION $1,00

-

LADIES FREE
Committee:
MANUEL BACA
JUAN CATE
H. WERTHEIM

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Saturday, July 27,1915
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HALE AUTHOR OF

COTTON HOSE

IIOHS SPEECH

50 Foot Lengths Coupled

$6.00

One

Season.

--

-

Cash

V

Whitney Hardware Co.
307 West Central
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and there-h-e finds in La Fleur an exact physical prototype of his ite wife
but woefully different in her mode
of living and her outlook on life. How
the love grows upon her changes her
into a real lovable woman, and hew
he too finally comes to love the
changed girl, provides a thrilling masterl

-play

of tense emotions.

el

y

l'ustlme Theater Repeating' Nor-Taimadge in "Ghosts of Yesterday', taken from the play "Two women," by Rupert Hughes also a two-re-

00

ma

el

Keystone comedy, "Cinders of
Love."
Theater Repeat ins "The
Lyric
Scarlet Prop" with Harry Carey and
Molly Malone; a special feature, also
a good comedy reel.
AT THE "It."
Beneath the balmy moonlight of
the southern skies, Molly Carrington,
a daughter of the south, pledges her
heart and hand to "Jimmje" MaxwYH.
It is on the eve eflho young man's
departure to New York, where his exhaustive knowledge of cotton has won
him a good position In a cotton broker's office.
They are married and amid the
good-bye- s
of their friends and relatives .depart for the northern metropolis. It is Maxwell's transition from
to the
calm and uneventfti! home-lif- e
maelstrom of worldly battle; it is
more it takes him from the prohibition sooth to confront the disaster-dealin- g
temptations of the 'wet'

north.
Jlmmie succumbs to liquors luro,
and from a stalwart husband is dragged to the depths of Demon Hum's

depravity. He loses his position, and
Molly leaves him, returning to her
southern homo.
Maxwell
As a
sees in a Mobile paper a rumor that
his wife plans to divorce him and marry his former rival for .her hand. Alfred Lewis. His smoldering love for
Molly flares up to expose vividly the
curse which drink has placed upon
him. Maxwell now throws off his alcoholic yoke, becomes a man again
and wins back his position. He finds
iMoIly waiting for him, the first day
he enters the office.
"down-and-outer-

,"

,

AT THE liYHIC.
Harry Carey, the Universal star, haa
registered another triumph in the role
f "Kaintuek" Cass, a regular Hillbilly of the backwoods of the state
-noted for its blue grass and its beau
tlful women. "In essaying the role of
"Kaintuek", Carey declared that he
thought It Impossible to have a man
of Innate refinement visualize an uneducated Ignoramus, That is Just what
the original "Kaintttek" is. Because
Carey felt he had toaccompllsh the
Impossible he worked myder In tl'is
picture than any of his previous productions. And he won. He has made
"The Scarlet' Drop" his most human
picture to date."
AT THE PASTIME.
In "Ghosts of Yesterday," the Select Star Series photodrama which
will be shown at the Pastime theater
today. Norma Taimadge rises to really
great heights of emotional acting In
the portrayal of the two parts which
fall to her in that production. Dual
personality roles are rare because of
the high artistry thoy call tor, but in
this picture Miss Taimadge verifies
the pralseful verdicts her performances have always brought foilh.
First as Ruth Grahame, the poor
little seamstress, and later as Jeanne
La 'Fleur. the wanton Bal Tabarin
cabaret singer, she delineates both
characters "with remarkable fidelity.
Howard Marston. ' ar able young
artist is redeemed from a life of dissipation-by
Ruth, whom ho marries,
and work on whoso portrait i suddenly stopped by her untimely death,
proken hearted, Howard goes to Paris
--

DEMAND

HEAVY;

0. S. E. S.

NEEDS MANY MEN
Government Offers Positions
to Railroaders,' Shipbuilders,
Farm Laborers, Loggers and
Mill Men and Builders,'
The United
States employment
service here, 312 Gold avenue, has received a list of men urgently needed
for work in Portland, Ore. Following is the list:
ma
I'ailioud work Ninety-fiv- e
chinists, seventy machinst's helpers,
ten- machinst handy men.
fifty maboilchinist apprentices, thirty-thre- e
er makers, forty-eigboiler maker
helpers, ten boiler maker handy men,
ten boiler maker apprentices, twenty-seve- n
twenty-seve- n
blacksmiths,
blacksmith helpers, eight pipe fitter
car repairers,
helpers,
(thirty car carpenters, ten car carpnter
helpers, twelve painters, ten moulders, ttiree molder helpers, six
laborwelders, seventy-fiv- e
ers.
Needed on railroad divisions Two
hundred carpenters for bridge and
building gangs, 130 carpenters' helpers, fifty bridge laborers, 1,000 laborers for extra gangs and sections (live
In cars, board $27 month).
maShipwrights,
Sliapbullding
makers, all metal
chinists, boiler
workers, 1,500 common laborers.
Farm labor Stackers, tractor men,
sack sewers, combined hartest punchers, general farm hands, milkers,
ht

fifty-seve-

n

dairymen.
Loggers ami mill men All classe
in demand; choker setters, rigging,
men. chasers, loggers, ratchet setters,
edgermen, offbearefs, trlmmermen
doggers, tallymen, planer-feederband sawyers, circular sawyers, yard laborers, car loaders and
lumber pilers.
Guilding trades Bridge and house
carpenters, plumbers, steam Vfitters.
pipe fitters, electrical workrs, brick

'

layers,
masons,
plasterer, clerks,
Chauffeurs, automobile workers and

certain other trades.
All of the above classes are receiving very high wages and there Is a
shortage throughout the country. .Additional information will be sivqn on
application at the employment service
office, 312 Gold avenue.

FACTORIES QUICK TO
"RESPOND TO APPEAL
MORNINS JOURNAL

t-

rk,.

UASIB WIRBt

Manchester, Kng., July 26. A typical example of the enterprise and resourcefulness displayed by the North
of England manufacturers In converting their plants into munitions factories was given by a concern in a
Manchester suburb.
When Lloyd George's call came for
shells this plant had no equipment for
their manufacture. The manager made
a quick tour of surrounding towns,
visiting small shops from which he
Lborrowed lathes. They were convert
g
machines and In
ed into
a remarkably short time the plant was
turning out 2,000 shells a week oi
large caliber.
The usual method of "bottling" or
shaping the nose of a shell is by hydraulic pressure. The plant, however,
had no presses available for the work.
The government engineers offered t
consupply a press but that meant a for
"I won't wait
siderable delay.
one," said the manager. "I can bottle
shells with a Btenv hammer."
"Those engineers laughed at me,"
the manager said, "but the hammer
worked.
By the hydraulic process, shells ar
bottled with the ends up. "I turned
the shells upside down in a mold and
hammered their noses in," the manager explained. "Both time and money were saved." Many shell factories
in the district nr3 now employinff this

Diarrhoea
Cured.
in the
'I have been Qnlrktj
of
t.
medicine for fnrtv mm" practice
D. A. Post, Barnwell, S. C, "I earns
to this place last March,
purchased a nlantAttnn tan having
niitAa
am
here,
preparing to move onto it
na sunn practice mere, i rind diarrhoea prevalent. In fact became af- feeted mvnelf raw a rtntinA r, r
berlain's Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy,
oougui a.;mau bottle and it is good.': method,
(
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l'rani'o-Anicr-icu-

New York, July 2ii. The speech of
Dr. liernhau! limbing at Cleveland
in May. 1915, In which he attempted
to justify the sinking of the l.usitania
and whirh caused his expulsion from
the United States, was
by
Dn William Kayard Hale,prepared;
according
to a statement here tonight by Deputy State Attorney General' Alfred
Becker.
A copy reader for the information
service, Mr. Becker declared, testified
the afldress was "edited and
by Hale in New Ytjrk and telegraphed
to Dcrnburg the day it was delivered.
Another revelation of the attorney
general s inquiry Into German prop
agamla activities before America's
entrance into the war, included testi
mony oi ur. Male Unit Ur. Kdward A
nutnely. arretted recently in connection with the alleged German purchase
of the New York livening Mail, was
introduced to him in 1915 as "the
special protege" of Dr. Dernburg. The
introduction ,he said, was made by
Dernburg.
The attorney general's office made
public code letters written to persons
in Germany by George Sylvester Viereck. editor of the former
now called Viet.ck's
Fatherland,
Weekly.
the letters were intercepted before
the American declaration
of
war.
Mnce that time, according to
own admission, he has sent mail
"niimu.v iiiritugn neutral coun
tries, j his action, according to authorities, is n violation of tha trading
with the enemv act.
The Viereck code letters, some of
inii were anted in 1910, apparently
were innocent communications
on
family and personal subjects but, according to Mr Hccker, they contained
information of political conditions in
this country.
Some ontained CimIc fuuu,
Mr. Becker declined to say
whether
lerecK s letters since this
entered the war contained country
code messages. Of the earlier communications,
he said, one series was so written that
the first word of each page when
placed in order formed a sentence, the
second word of each page the second
sentence, and so on, to make up the
message. One letter, written in German and dealing with the personal affairs of the correspondent, began In
code when read: "The situation is extraordinary;" and gave a description
of American feeling toward Germany.
As late as last December, according
to Mr. Becker, Vierecke mailed letters
to his father, using person whom he
addressed In Stockholm aiyl Copenhagen to forward his niessages. The elder Viereck, Louis, was described by the
Fatherland as its correspondent
In
Berlin. Viereck declared today that
his letters contained
only personal
messages to his father. He admitted
that he had burned the originals here.
Dr. Itunielv Also lrescnt.
Testimony of Dr. Hale and of the
German information news service copy
reader, whoso name 'the authorities
withheld tonight, linked the names of
Hale, Tlumely and Viereck, with Pern-burDr. Heinrich Albert and other
directors of Teuton propaganda, at
conferences in the Broadway bulldinf:
which also held the offices of the
Fatherland, the German information
service, Dernburg and Dr. Carl A.
Fuehr, author of .German propaganda
works. Viereck was always there. Hale
testified, and sometimes Rumely was
present. Before the alleged purchase
of the Mail, he said, there was talk
of buying another New York daily, a
weekly or a monthly magazine.
Halo Was Supervisor.
service,
The German Information
according to the copy readers testi- money, was personally supervised by
Hale, though the latter always insist
ed on secrecy regarding his activities.
It was sent daily to many American
newspapers and its general trend, the
witness said, was to, cause alarm over
the possibility of a Japanese Invasion
and to urge the necessity of Intervention in Mexico. There were
and translators, he stated, Including Dr. Carl Mechlenburg, one
time lecturer in the universities ot
London and Dublin, who later fled to
Mexico, and Professor Harowitz, now
In an American
internment camp.
Proofs of the five page "news sheet,"
the copy reader testified, were sent
invariable to Matthew B. Claussen,
publicity agent of the Hamburg- American line.
The attorney general Is In posses
between
sion of correspondence
Viereck and Hugo Schmidt, former
Getman financial agent in the United
States, showing that the editor purchased. In 1915, J12.000 worth of German war bonds, half of which he later
sold. He told the officials that he
owned three $100 Liberty Bonds.
C

rt

MOHN'Md JOUHWIL IPfCI,L
LtID WtI
London, July
The British ofcommunication
ficial
issued this evening trays:
"This morning a hostile attack upon
the Aveluv wood,
posts held by us
north of Albert, was repulse. A raid
the
enemy during the tCPCCIAL CDKOIIPONDCNCI tO MORNIN9 JOURNAL
attempted T
night in the neu;hliorhmi,l of
With the American Army on the
also was dr.v.u off wiiii
Front. July lM
p. m.)
losses.
I'resj. ) The al"A few prisoners were endured in- (by the Associated
ns early this mornim? hi ti,, ,ii,.;. lied olfensivej has slowed down, but
been checked.
of the enemy's unsuccessful
attack has rettroops
today forced back the
upon our positions at .Miteron."
The
Germans a bit further north.
greater part of the fighting is taking
north
of
in
the
the big forests
place
Marne .and along the western flanl:
MOMNINfl
of thesalient.
JOURNAL BPTCAL tffAKCD
Wlt
The Germans with artillery and
acParis, July 2ti. Duly
and strong infantry detivity prevailed south of the liuicii machine guns
of
river Friday, the infantry on both tachments left the north'rn edges
sides remaining in their trench s, ac- the Fere, Tournelle and Bis forests
battled cleverly and stubbornly
cording to the French official com- and
allies until
munication issued this evening. Sev- to hold the advancing
could be made in the
eral additional advances have been more progress of
their
Mins
suivplles,
transportation
made southwest of Kheims.
ami general stores. Hut despite ibe
The communication follows:
"South of the ourcii there have bofn opnosition some ground was gained
The woods tonignt have almost
reciprocal ajrtlllery activity without been
The
freed ot GeTnians
actions.
infantry
road extending from
"On the northern bank of the
front already is under stub it
Marne we captured at the i lose of the the fiom
the artillery as to make
day yesterday Hetiil and the Savarges fire
supply . rtery. With n
farm. We also pushed l ack the enemy useless as a forward
by the alii!
to the southern outskirts of the vil- slight push
will betroops,
lages of Blnson Oteiiuiny and
Vllemontoire h.w
come untenable.
to t'.ie allied line, :t:t;l
"The total numb, r of prisoners capIt the allied artillery can easily
tured on the 2 5 fi at VilUiuiotuoire and from
each the Germans near
fhp region of Ottlchy-was

0"'

Vieux-Kertiu-

j

AT THE TIIKATKRS TOD.W.
rtH" Theater Henry B. Walthall
with Mary Charleson in "Burning the
Essanay feature
Candle," a five-paand the last episode of "Vengeance
and the Woman."
Crystal Opera House "The Lion's
Claws," with Marie Walcamp, ' 'A
Limb of Satan," a three-pafeature,
and a one-recomedy entitled "Your
Boy and Mine.'
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Light Thrown On Addresses Attempting to Justify Ltisitania Sinking; Record of Viereck Being Aired.

None Dejivered-

Phone 76

DRIVE OF ALLIES
SLOWS DOWN

ENGLISH

New

Regular Price $7.00

STATElS

THREE

V

ON SALE TODAY

Guaranteed
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"On

the

front

Champagne

oui

troops, after having broken the Ger- BRITISH GOVERNMENT
man offensive on the ;r,th and isth.
have carried out during the following
CUTS COST OF SHELLS
days a series of local attacks, in spilt-othe enemy's resistance we have
(ST MORNINO JOURNAL RRCCIAL LtAfltO Wir,C
made to the east of th,. Sulppes an
Manchester. England, July 2ti.
advance of about 1.50 o meters to the
Knglamls national shell factories act
general lit) of St. Hilaire Grande, as
a barometer for "cs'ukuing the
Souain and Le Mesnil, Lez Hurles
for
We have reconquered entirely Main prices paid by the government
turned out In private plants. It
shells
de Massiges and reoccupied in this region our former first line. During is estimated that they have saved the
these operations
we
have taken treasury many millions of pounds.
In this district there ate seventeen
200 machine
1,100 prisoners,
guns
national shell factories. Patriotic engand seven guns.
On the 2"th our aviaineers organized them and they are
"Aviation
tors brought down or forced to In nil. operated so skillfully and efficiently,
seven enemy machines.
that, despite a steadily increasing cost
"Eighteen machines vt re brought of material anl labor, the price first
down bv British aviators, working in! paid for shells has been reduced by
conjunction with us. On our part, we one-haand in some cases even more.
tonsl
dropped more than thirtv-eiidI'he buildings of one plant cover
of bombs during the day and night on fifteen acres. The
plant is nrrnrsed
stations.
comnit'nications. for the manufacture throughout of
railway
munition
sheds,
depots and military both
ami
parks in the .trcas of the zone' of bat- shells. Most of the raw, steel shrapnel
used in
tle.
manufacture came from Amer"Fires and explosions were ob- their
ica, also many of the factory's maserved.
Probably at no factory in the
"British bombarding slat inuu nlsn chines.
have carried out several expeditions districta is nnition.s work carried on at
such
(bigh and sustained rate of
una uruppcu tour tons of bombs on
f

Hailey Davidson MOTORCYCLE and Side Gar
With Presto lighting- outfit, horn, Stewart rear,
drive speedometer and Landem cushion, new
inner tuhes'and reliners in every tire.
Would cost new $450. Cash price $200
Will take Liberty Bond as part payment
-

Phone
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FURTHER AMENDMENT
OF IMMIGRATION LAW

MIEN

DOWN 25 T EUTON

PLANES IN

BERTH IS REPORT

lf

Bazoehes,
ami
Mont Notre Dame.
"ArmyTrf the east, July 2.'. The enemy has attempted several local attacks to the west of Lake Doiran and
between Lakes Fresba and Ocbrida.
1 hey were
repulsed with serious losses, and without the euemv having been
able to reach our lines.
"Inu Albania we are organizing our
conquered positions. The number of
prisoners captured in this region since R(CIAL CORRtlRONOBNCR TO MORA INO JOURNALl
St. I.ouis, Mo.. July 26. Two girls
July 21 is 6N0, including twenty officers.
and a fireman were injured and
"Allied; aviators have carried out
quarter
rails of ether for
numerous bombardments. One enemy the Americanpound
army in France were
machine has been brought down."
destroyed when a fire, followed by
many explosions, did $125,0110 damChemical
age to the Mallinckrodt
Works here this afternoon.
One
of
ether
tank
'RY MORNINO JOURNAL RRICIAL LKARIO WIRRI
burst with a terrific explosion., After
Berlin, July 26 (via London ). The an investigation officers of the comwar office communication issued to- pany said the fire was caused by a
day follows:
spark from an electric soldering Iron.
"South ,of Albert wo drove back it
British patrol attack and captured
,
IMRRRRRaa KM ILI RR j. R
prisoners In a counter thrust. Triero
have been successful advances by our
iimMiniiir"-"-'-'- '
leconnoiterlng detachments on ma-.iparts of the front.
"Between the Aisne and the Ma me
violent partial attacks launched by ti e
enemy were repulsed partly before
tha allies were In our fighting zone.
"On belli sides of 'the Ourcq tho
fighting continued until evening. In
this region we threw the enemy out
of his front line positions north of
and east of the
Oerts and south of tho Ourcq we beat
off the enemy's attacks by counter

BRITISH

WHEELER TO GIVE'

Lisbee, Ariz.., July 2fi. Cant. Harry
C. Wheeler,
now a member of the
United States army but formerly of
Cochise county, will not visit Arizona
during his stay in the United Slates,
it is rumored among his friends here.
This would be because be Is a
in damage suits aggregating
out of the de$0, Olio, 000
growing
portation from Bisbee on July 12.
1S17, of 1,180 striking cooper miners
and their
alleged
sympathizers.
Should be enter the state process
servers would be able to reach him.
This either would make It Imperative
that be should stay in Arhsona to defend the eases, or would allow Jttdg
inent by default to be entered against
spiced.
him.
The number of employes exceeds
Captain Wheeler has arrived In
10,000, of whom a large number arc
D. t'.,a telegram received
women recruited from textile and lin- Washington,
by .Mrs. Wheeler at Tombstone today,
oleum plants.
said by official order the nature of
which was not indicated. He will be
a few days leave of absence and
given
THREE PERSONS HURT
asked Mrs. Wheeler to meet him In
Alamogordo.' N. M for which town
AS ETHER EXPLODES she
will leave Saturday.

it

West Roma after 6 p. m.
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London, July 26. British airmen
brought down twenty.five German
airplanes and forced down, six others
out of control In air fighting yesterday. Fifteen of the British machines
failed to return.
This announcement was made in
the official communication on aerial
operations issued tonight.

JEMEZ SPRINGS ITEMS
Jemea , Springs and Sandoval county raised c$."i00 for the Salvation Army
war relief fund.
Louis Ilfeld and family arrived hero
Wednesday night from Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Ruppe of Albuquerque are here for a few weeks.
J. II. Shufflebarger of Albuquerque
Is taking baths at the springs.
t'hamberlam-- s Tablets.
Chamberlain's Tablets are intended
or stomach troubles, bilespecially
iousness and constipation, and have
met with much success in the treatment of those diseases.
People who
have suffered for years with stomach
trouble and have been unable to obtain any permanent relief, have been
completely cured by the life of those
tablets.
Chamberlain's
T)iblts are
also of great value for lliousncis.

R;iri Antonio,
Tex., Julv 2.- - The
order admitting Mexicans to the United States for agricultural, coal mining and railway maintenance work
has been extended to nunlv to any
kind of mining and labor of all kinds
in connection- with government work Chronic
constipation may be permawithin the jurisdiction of Immigration
nently cured by taking Chamberdistrict No. 211, It was announced
Tablets
lain's
and observing the plain
printed directions with each bottle.
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Oulchy-Le-Chatea-

nkm at tfe

r

attacks.

e
"West of
the
enemy after violent fighting bIbo was!
arisen from cur lines in the forest
De Ris.
"Southwtst of Kheims we cleared
the wooded districts west of Vrigtiy,
driving back a violent counter attack
by white and colored French troops.
"InfChampagne the enemy attacked
early In the morning between the valley of the Suippes and, Sotiwain. He
was repulsed by counter attacks.,
"In aerial combats yesterday the
enemy lost twenty-eigairplanes and
one captive balloon."
Vlncelles-Sur-Marn-

ron
Private John H. Dale has
received 50 slides from
the War Department,
which will be shown

ht

AMERICAN
IRV MORNINO
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Washington,
July 26. American
forces between the Ourcq and the
Marne continue to press back
the
enemy, General Pershing reported in
his communique for yesterday, received today at he war" department.
General Pershing's statement follows:
American expedi"Headquarters
tionary forces, July 25.
"Section A: Between, the Ourcq and
the Marne our troops contirfued to
press the enemy. In their advance
RRitstward they have taken the south
ern halt of Foret Fe Fere.
"Section B: There is nothing to report In this section." ::

Sunday Night
at the High School Au:

ditorium
These Slides show our
boys in action, the capture of the first German,
ruined cities, etc.

75,000 UKRAINE
PEASANTS REVOLT
AGAINST TEUTONS

if'.
RY MOH NINO

.

JOURNAL

tRICIAL LRARIC WIRII

London, July 26. A peasant
has broken out in the Ukraine on
a formidable, scale,, according to Information received today.
Seventy- five thousand peasants, fairltf efficient
with
theirofficers
and In
troops
structors ore advancing against the
Germans, detachments of whom have
withdrawn before the hostile advance,
retreating to Kiev. , The peasants are
well armed.
-

.'

All Loyal Americans Should
See These Wonderful Slides
Come Early

Will Start

if You Want to Get a Seat. Lecture

at 8 Sharp.

ADMISSION FREE
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AlBuquerque Morning Journal, Saturday, July 27, 1918

FOUR
OF THE TEAMS

STANDING

WHITE SOX BUNCH

NATIONAL I.KAG IT.

BfiSElLlLL

.

OFF JONES;

HITS

Chicago
Now York

. .

Pittsburgh

.

.

Cincinnati

.

.41
.44
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Notice la hereby given that an annual and speciul meeting of the slocls- holders of the Katie Ruhnau Mining
Company will be held on Monday,
August nth, 1018, at 10 o'clock a. m.
at the Alvarado Hotel in Albuquerque,
N. Mex., for the purposes of elect In6
a board of directors, to take action
theron, properly organizing and trans- acting such other business as may law.
This
l'L.lly come before the meeting.
notice is given in compliance with Sec.
H37 of the Corporation Laws of New
Mexico.
KATIE RUHNAt'.
FRANK RUHNAU,
II. A. HOOVHR.
Stockholders.
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out
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War And At The Same
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at
1
national
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the
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010 000 000
Final Proof, to establish claim to the land
can live until September 1. Mr. JohnDetroit
Wlngo; McQuillen and Henry.
which gave a jolt to baseball players unusual occurance and is popular above described, before 'William C. . KenGet Rid Of Odds
Time
Batteries: Gregg and McAvoy: Bo- son remained In Cincinnati today to who
seek employment in the ship- with residents and tourists in New nedy, U. S. Commissioner, at Seboyeta, N.
land and Ktanage.
Brooklyn 4: l'lttwbiirgh 3. score hear the verdict of Secretary of War yards and other
Ends Of Old
And
In
to
order
Mexico. The added feature for tho M., on Sept. 3. 1918.
concerns
Buker on the work or fight
Brooklyn, July 26. With the
And Gold Which
Claimant names as witnesses:
Silver
play baseball and avoid being placed benefit of the Rod Cross is expected
GitHielt Gets Ordnance Job.
tied in the ninth HI Miers tripled, and
in class
to prove equally popular.
Heyea Marques, of Marques. N. M. ; Anby their draft boards.
You Can Exchange For
Sanders passed O'Mara, Doolan and
Washington, July 20. Appointment
met In
tonio Jaramlllo, of Bldo, N'. M. ; Marqarltt
The commission,, which
of Maor B. H. Oitchell of Detroit as Cheney, forcing home the winning run
uf San Mateo. N. M ; Permitii
to
the
Romero,
letter
its
lr
said
Washington,
IN
S
LOSERS
GIDEONS TO CHOOSE
chief of the industrial service section for Brooklyn.
Salasar, of Blbo. N. M.
White Sox owner that the government
R. H. E.
Score:
of the ordnance department, was anFRANCISCO DEIjGADO,
would not permit .ball, players to
GAME
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020
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..100
0003
nounced today by Major Oeneral
Pittsburgh
Register.
dodge the national army iiraft by en1
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.001
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ordnance.
of
Brooklyn
muWilliams, chief
3 TEAMS GO ON HIKE tering the employ of shipyards,
NOTICI5
FOB
UTraLIfATION.
In
IBFBttlAL
TO
CONNBBPONDBNCB
MOBNINO JOUNNAO
order
nitions plants and the like
of the Intenor, TJ. 8. Land Of'
and
that they might play baseball for
Denver, Colo., July 26. After put- Department
,
.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., July 15, 11118.
The Bear Cats won a game from these concerns..
in
the
entire
and after
ting
morning
Is
Notice
O.
Estevan
that
hereby
given
on the Washington dianoon sessions today listening to reports Chaves, of
the
N. M., who, on Oct 4,
mond yesterdav nfternoon. Although HORSE STEALING IN"
the Gideons, the Christian Commer- 1913. madeSeboyeta,
No. omto,
outclassed from the beginning of th
cial Travelers' association, in conven
Section 28, Township
-a
tion
good
elec
game the
were
put up
here,
9N. Range 3W, N. M. P. Mer.dlan. has tiled
prepared for the
BERLIN AROUSES HUNS
tion of new officers at tomorrow notice of Intention to make flv year Proof,
fight.
Mrs. C. A. Wright of the
Maxwell Merritt of the Bear Cats
to establish claim tn the land" above demorning's
meeting.
lT MOftNINa JOURNAL, MCIAI. lMO WIB11
the afternoon they wifl be taken scribed, before Wm. C. Kennedy, V. ft. ComIn
proved the. star batter of the day by
Wright Trading Post 4th
A
lrom any treatment that does knocking out two
Amsterdam, June 26. The Herman
Denver's mountain parks In missioner, at Seboyeta, N. M., on the Sept.
Rheumatism Has Never Been pected
and Gold has been placed in
not reach the blood, the seat or the sensational catch bv O'Reilly and the newspapers are much agitated over through
A picnic luncheon
will S, 1918.
automobiles.
of the fielding of Duran, 'both of the Cats, an epidemic of horse Btealin? in Ber- be served at Sergcn Park, one of the nalmant namea
wWaesees
Cured by Liniments or Lotions, trouble, and rid tho system
charf e of this by the War
cause of the disease? S. S. S. Is one and the fielding of Nagle of the Stars, lin. In a single week recently horses picturesque spots
of the mountain V. P, Harrington, of Correo. N. M; Patricio
and Never Will Be.
Savings Committee and will
blood remedy that has for more than were other features of the game. Har- valued at $2!i,000 were stolen In Ber parks.
Oonzales. of Seboyeta, N. M.: 8amuel
of Seboyeta, N M.i Dlonlclo Marques,
return to you the full value
fifty years Sieen giving relief to even old Ely and Oeorge Stevens were um- Hit. most of them while standing in
t
the streets in daylight. The animals
of Seboyeta, N. M. '
the most aggravated and stubborn pires.
You never knew of Rheumatism
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the articles in stamps.
results.
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Journal
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bring
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and American
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fancy prices, or,
Eagles
being cured by liniments, lotions
of Doughboys
A
clandestine butchering; In Berlin.
went on a hike to Palmer's slough,
other external applications. And you traces of disease. Tho experience
pair of fine race horses recently diswill never see anything but tem- others who have taken 8. S. 8. will
you that it will promptly
Khaki Club Is Opened.
appeared during a race meeting at the
Then tiny CAPSULES
porary relief afforded by such make- convince
'
reach your case. You can obtain this
iretunsriortjB-lcaYsleta, Tex., July 26. A khaki club Grunewald course.
shifts.
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valuab'le
of Copaiba, Cubebs or
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,
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ed severity, when there Is permanent pert
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Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is all
that it is claimed to be and I will

always keep it in the house as it is all that I
need for my children, and grown folks as well.
I do not hesitate to recommend Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin to my friends."

-

.

From a letter to Dr. Caldwell written b
I Mrs. Esther Porter llarrelson, George- - I

General Robinson's Report Indicates Natives Are Thrifty;
Ravages of Disease Greatly
Curtailed,
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H. V. RobSanta Ko, July
inson, supervising engineer of tlie
k
'
I'nited Suites Indian irrigation service,
lias miiile public the following statistics of Iruliun work in New Mexico:
The Indiana of New Mexico own
personal and community property to
the value of $22,762, 242. With an Indian population of20,SB3, the income
of the Indians in New Mexico the past
H
7
the crops
year was $1,335,680:
were
raised
vorth
$373,176.
they
Thev B"ld slock to the value of
native industries!
their
$201,845;
brought them $ 59,875 and a partial
record of the wages earned hy thenn
totals $1 94,244. Kourteen of the sev-v
W
enteen pueblos repotted crops valued!
at J454.Xo9.15; Taos raisins $72,500:
Isleta, $101,300:
$62,006:
I.aguna,
nnd even little Zia raising $6,000 while1
tfunl, not included in the above total,
.'A.ows. ..i:v,.)TFh4MSA'
raised $225,252. The Indians of New
4 t
Mexico have over a half million head
of sheep und the value of all stock
rrMiiwftianitHiaoijiiuwJr.'jiji.
owneil by then; is $4,127,796.
Last
year they sold stock valued at $201,-S4- 5
and butchered stock valued
at
Just before the submarine here shown blown out of wntor was toipedoed it was about to attack the Allied
ship at the right. An airplane above sig$96,052 for their own use.
nalled the ship and at the same time dropped depth bombs. The ship a!sj
made a direct hit and blew the submarine to bits before
several? .one
dropped
The government is successful
In the could
'
'
turf loose her torpedoes.
stemming the white plague among
them.
Uovernment
last
physicians
year examined 13,656 of the 20,563
Indians. Deaths during the year numperatures nnd favorable conditions for
bered 3.8 per 1.000. There were found
crops nnd range.
1,421 active cases of tnhbrculosis amy
lOlephant liutte: Italns occurred
many latent cases, but the government
durlgii the wek in the Pluck' range
by means of illustrated talks and lecand
thunderstorms to the southeast
tures Is teaching them to prevent Inand northwest of,the station, but were
fection, to care for those afflicted and
lacking here. Temperatures continue
IS
sanitary measures which have reduced
high.
,the death rate to about the same figernes Springs: Showers
continue
ure reported for the white inhabitants
and corn and potatoes are excellent,
of the state, so that the Indians are
coin averaging about three feet in
increasing largely in numbers. The
Navajo in 1870 numbered only 9 u 0 u
height. Harvest of spring wheat under
he
numbers 35,000 vigorous,
today
way southward; heading hete. ltange
is good ami will improve steadily with
who
inviduals,
actual
count at dipping time ownedby 1,056,300
rains, also ulfulfu. Picking cherries
sheep, besides much- other stock. In
almost finished and somo apricots are
-fifteen years the population of Taos
Corn, Bean and Fodder Crops ipe as well us raspberries.
has Increased from 419 to 550- Jemex
from 455 to 575; Nnmbe from 81 to
Are Reported To Be Doing NORMAL GRADUATES ARE
120; Ijiguna from 1,077 to 1,700.
Uncle Sam has spent more' than
ASSIGNED TO SCHOOLS
Favorably; Orchards Also
$16,000,000 for irrigations for Indians,
$2,000,000 of it in this district. ImPromise
Yield,
fR.rriA'. CnRRtrPONOKNCR TO MORNINfl JOURNAM
provements arc noted all
the
line. A few years ugo in along
Fast Ins Vegas, N. M., Judy 20.
the
Ilopi
Miss Hose Arnold, who has been atcountry, 10 per cent of the Inhabitants
Further relief of the drouth situa- tending the summer school session of
of the fTrst mesa died of enteric troution In the state is reported by the the New Mexico Normal University,
ble and the irrigation service went in.
weather bureau which In its weekly has been employed as a teacher for
und over Indian protests, cleaned out
their Rprings and water holes which
n
report says:
the primary grades of the
contained the accumulated filth of
e
showers occurrod
, "Fairly general
normal nt El Hlto, Dr.
over the state during the past week,
generations,
ti. Hill, president of the El Uito
immediately health
conditions improved
so that
although they were most general in school, cunio here to secure Miss Arn- a case of typhoid or other scarcely
enterio
eastern and northern counties, fur- old's signature to the contract. Alms
trouble is registered.
ther relieving the drouth and improv- Arnold same hero from Texas to"r.t-ten- d
ing crops, range and! stock. The har
school.
vest
of winter wheat ban been f.ui.shed
Miss Hosn Kellog, who has Iircn
BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS
in some northern districts ynd is un- 'teaching for tho past two veus in Ar- POPULAR IM SAW MIGUEL
der way in others, with good yield in tesia, has been elected head of the
irrigated fields but poor to t'ulr in up- department of domestic
mid
lands. Corn, beans, fodder
crops, arts In tho I.ordsbuig high school.
(aPCCIAL CORRiaPONfMNCB TO HORNINa JOURNAL)
spring wheat, oats, alfalfa, gardens Miss Kellogg Is a Las Vegas ';irl nnd
East Ijis Vegas,' N. M.. Judy 26.
and fruits nro generally doing woll: n normal university graduate.
Roys und girls club work Is making
some early wheat is irt harvest, while
good progress In, San Miguel county,
other fields are heading nicely and
and parents are asking thut'pig and
promise good yield. From the t'u'tv or
poultry clubs be organized. At pres'
more stations making Report, the
ent, bean clubs predominate. Mrs.
ft.
are culled us typical:'
Klissabeth Koger, assistant state supV
i
Pearl: Light showers have fallen
ervisor or boys and girls clubs, rebut not enough to do much
od yet.
cently visited several sections of the
Some gulden truck and a little frill
county. She was surprised to find
will be grown.
waiting her at Cherryvale, where she
State College: Wheat threshing unformed a girls' club last May, a dinder way and good yields being obtainner prepared by the club members.
It
.V
tj. .
ed. Ticking of, pears begun; early
The dinner wag planned, cooked
peaches mostly picked and shipped:
and served by the girls ,at the home of
cantutoupe shipment
the local leader, Mrs. E. Hocttcher.
beginning and
One of the dainties was a "conservagood crops assured; vines free from
disease.
Alfalfa
tion cake," made with barley flour.
doing well, Late forage crops still being planted on wheat
The girls baked another cake which
land. Crops generally doing well.
...
...
they sold for $8.50, the money being
x fflWMH"
n
"El Paso: Moderate ruins during the
given to the fund for the relief of
ELMER E. VEEDER
war victims.
week. Corn making excellent growth
At Maes Mrs. Koger visited her
and ranges are showing some imrrtteiAL OICRATCH TO mornino journal)
clubs and found thirty-eig1 do so has come from a
interestprovement owing to the rains' Truck
sufficient
n
Kast Las egas. N. M.. July 2(1.
ed
nuiuher of democrats to Justify my crops are excellent, and fruits abund
children and
Elmer E, Veeder of Las making a statement."
their parents. She also visited Hill- Attorney
ant; early peaches, pears and plums
Mr. Veeder has been a prominent being marketed.
side. All these places are on the dry Vegas is the first democrat to anWeather favorable
nounce
ho
!n
is
the
that
field
formally
democrat in Pali Miguel county and for alfalfa.
farming mesa country, and each ex- as a
the
nomicandidate
receptive
the
state
for the past
fqr
of a cenpects to send representatives to the nation for governor of 4jew
Melrose:
good showers have
Mexico at tury. He stands high quarter
as a lawyer and fallen in thisFairly
encampment at Albuquerque in the the hands of the state democratic
district and will greatly
business man and
his democratic, benefit crops and range.
i
fall.
convention. Mr. Veeder made his an- friends point not only to his long servnouncement
Albuquerque and Kio Grande Valthe ice to the party in a
today,
following
repubRATON GIRL IS BRIDE
growth of a- - movement in behalf of lican bailiwick during strongly
'lean years, ley: Winter wheat harvest under way
the
his candidacy which had its Inception but to the disaster which overtook tho and showing good yields,' with better
OF NEW YORK DOCTOR several months ago. A number of republicans at the polls in San Miguel quality than usual.
newspapers of the sktto have endorsed county at the last election. .As organTucumcari:
general rains octhe
that Veeder be brought izer, county chairman ami worker, curred during Fairly
the week and have frr-thco.nrtroNotxci to mornino journal
the
nomination
forward
for
in
and
Veeder
has
been
they say
the b'tck.
East Las Vegas, N. M., July 26.
relieved the drouth, Hange Is Immaking the announcement he says hone or at least one of the backbones
Word has been received here
proving and stock losses will- - be
the that it is made after urgent solicita- of democracy in the Romero
jf
section
while crop condition! will ,e
marriage of Miss Marie Arnoll
tion of many of his democratic for so long that memory runn ".h not
of Raton to Mr. Donald Stetson Leahy
helped.
Davis friends.
to the contrary.
Oond showers during
of New York. The ceremony was perStanton:
Fort
Mr. Veeder camo Into considerable
"My friends having Insisted that I
formed Tuesday and the voung couple declari
myself," said Mr. Veeder. "I prominence as legal advisrt to thi tho week, along with moderate tem
have left for a wedding trip in Maine, can only say that in case tho demo- late Governor de
tho ill5"?
after which they will reside in New crats of the state should see fit to ness
to' his death, Bharlnt;
York. The) bride is the daughter of honor mo with the nomination, I much precedent
of the executive burden during
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Leahy of Raton would accept it ami endeavor to the those memorable days, not
greatly to
Joy Of
and the niece of Judge and Mrs. Dav- best of my ability to discharge tho
the delight of the renubllcans in'.the
In
of
standard bearer
id J. Leahy of Las Vegas, she has visthe legislature, but discharging his sor.ii).
Coming
state campaign. I am not in the posi- what onerous, duties
ited here frequent!'.
in a manner to
tion of soliciting the nomination, and which democrats po'nt ns proof of Ins
have announced my attitude in the executive ability and general caliber
AWonJerful Remedy That U a Natural
Join the "Two-Ili- r'
Rod Cmm Club. matter
Aid and Relieves th Teaaion.
only because the request that as a man nnd a citizen. There is no
doubt that Mr. Veeder will figure
when
conventhe state
prominently
tion comes down to counting noses to
see who are the available men for tho
governorship race.

if
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Elmer E. Veeder Out

For Governorship on

FURTHER RELIEF
FROM DROUTH

the Democratic Ticketl RECORDED
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Spanish-America-

Ttos-co-

ad

Syrup Pepsin
The Perfect Laxative

Sold by Druggists Everywhere

cts. GS) $1.00

5(T

combination of simple
laxative herbs with pepsin that acts easily and
naturally. Children like it and take it willingly. A trial bottle can be obtained by writing to
Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 458 Washington Street,
Monticello. Illinois.
A mild,

pleasant-tastin-

g

gage In mining of ull kinds or to be
ADDITION ERECTED FOR
employed in the performance of comGROWING PARISH SCHOOL mon labor In connection with construction work by or for the government in erection of Immigration disR.CIAL CONAI.PONOCNCB TO MORNINO JOURNAL)
trict twenty-thre- e
adjacent to their
East Ijis Vegas, X. M Ju ly:.'
bonier, which includes t lie states of
The' parish school of tho Church of New
Arizona
und California.
Mexico,
the Immaculate Conception is being
At the same time the
of deincreased in size by the erection if an ducting a portion of practice
the laborers'
addition. The building is of frume, wages as stipulated in the iimendmetit
and is on the corner of National ave- and mudo purt or the contract executnue ami Sixth street. In the fivo years ed and entered into between the emtho school ban been in uper Hum, tin", ployer, the govermm nt and tho ulien,
attendance hns grown to tho point will be discontinued. Department orwhere four teachers ure needed in- der of Juno 12 will remain in force
stead of two. A complete high school amended us per the above.
II. W. LEWIS.
und business course is tuugUt. Kveiitu-all- y
the congregation, of which ih
;rulnK Injunction Issued.
liev. Father Adrian itabeyroDe Is pasEast I.us Vegas. N. M., July 2ti.
tor, will erect a church where the
school now stands, und will build a Judgo David J. J,euhy hns issue I an
modern school structure on the 175 Injunction restraining Xle.imir Sandoval from grazing hs sheep on the
by 100 feet lots across the street.
range of Matins Pud ilia of Mnnuelltas.
The case was heard ffefore ho Judge
IMMIGRANT LAW CHANGE
in chambers.

ADMITS

ALIEN

MEXICANS

Notice hns been received nt tho Albuquerque office, 1'nited Suites employment service yesterday of the
amendment to the Immigration
law
providing for tho admission of alien
Mexicans Into this state. The change
in the law was made In order to relieve as far as possible the shortage of
men to work In mines und on railroad
sections.
The telegram follows:
San Antonio, Tex., July'2'i.
United States Employment
Service,
Albuquerque, N. M.
. Effective-Jul2i, tho provisions of
the department order June 12 unending immigrant law so ns to permit the
Importation of ulien Mexicans for railcoal
way maintenance und lignite
mine as well as for agricultural purbus
been extended to Include
poses,
laborers coming from Mexico to en

Imports Show nn Increase.
Washington, July 26. Exports from
the I'nlted States to South America
increased $10,000,000 during the fiscal year ending June 30, department
of commerce statistics show. Ijick of
tonnage prevented American exporters from filling all demands. Total
exports to tho southern republics for
the year w,ere vulued nt 931 4,&B4,4 S2.
Join th "Two-Hit- "
Clnh.
WHEN CHILDREN CRY OUT
And art feveriu iui dnu't lwp well.ar rointl- ,,.,
uiiuvniB ui wurruH, inoi nerit win
Unci uuick relief In
MirtliurUray'RHweet I'owdera
tor ( ulldreu, Uj standard remedy fur HO yearn.
They are easy to glva and rliildren like ihem.
d
They cleanse the atomacli. art itently on the
break up colds, itelieve headaehea and
tsetliltig disorders. We hae lii.Wio temi won lain.
Ask your dniiwiat and he aura to get Mother
Uray'a Sweet Powders for Childreu, tic.
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Follow the Flag; Join the
First Line of Defense
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Motherhood

SPECIAL FOR TOMORROW
'
Regular $5.00

1

SUMMER STUDENTS' AGE
REFLECTS TERM UTILITY

Domestic Electric Irons

fBRtCIAL CORRCRPONOINCI

East

Has Metal Stand and Detachable Cord.
Weighs 6 Pounds

J.
WB-

Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store '

Iliones 878

,

:

220 N. Second

TO

MORNINA IOORNAL

Vegas, N. M., Judy 26.
degrees and diplomas were
the summer school comat
presented
mencement of the New Mexico Moral University Thursday. John V. Conway, assistant state superintendent of
public Instructions,
addressed tho
graduates, his subject being "Educational Problems in New Mexico, and
Their Solution."
The average of those completing the
i
high school course is twenty-siwhua
the. average age of those completing
thro same course during winter terms
la 17 yeara This demonstrates the value of the summer school in giving
older persons
chance to obtain en
education. The oldest member of the
class is James Brown, aged 26. '
x,

KORBER & CO.

DELIVER

L8

Fifty-tw- o

t.'

i
Try Oiamlicrlnin'.
When you need a good reliable linl.
ment for soreness of the muscles, a
strain, or to relieve rheumatic pains.
Jxy Chamberlain'? Liniment, It Is ex- -.

IKS

Hasten Victory

The expectant mother revolves In her mlnS
all we understand by destiny. And It il
tlm utmost Imuurtunoe that her pbyatcal
comfort h niir first thought. .,
There la a most anlenrtld- remedy for this
It la
purpofte, known aa Mother's Friend,
applied over the muaelet of the atomaeh,
rubbed In. and at nnct penetrate to
relieve strain on norvea, corde and ligaments.
It makes the munclee so pliant that they
expand easily when baby arrives and pain
and danger at Iheerlsls la naturally teas,
Mother's friend is for external use only, la
absolutely aafe and wonderfully errecllve.
It enables tho expectant motner to preserve
her health and strength and ah remains a
pretty mother by having avoided the suffering and danger which would otherwise accompany such an occasion. , Every nerve,
muscle and tendon la thoroughly lubricated.
Mother's Friend is prepared by the Brad-fiel- d
Regulator Co., J216, Lamar Bid., Atlanta, a a. They will mall you an Intensely
Interesting "Motherhood book," Write them
to send It to you, and In the mealtime send
or phone your druggist today for tv bottle
of Mother's Friend.
(.
Every woman should 'aid nature In her
glorious work. Muthuf'a Friend, makea It
pomdble for you to do so, and ihoutd be used
regularly, wjiliout fi(, alfut .M'tfwaiW.

..
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Many opportunities and advantages are offered
to good men. See the world. Attractive service;
good pay. Any information regarding enlistment will be cheerfully furnished at
;

'

;

Navy Recruiting
Ml

Station
Room 26, N. T. Armijo Bldg., Albuquerque.
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Publlahta by the

to assist in tho work ot military instruction in the colleges this year.
Notwithstanding tho, speed with
which this plan has been organized,
the details have been carefully worked
out. Detachments of the Student
Army Training Corps will bp estab-
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OH, SPASH!

GALUNAS OVERFLOWS
;
BANKS; TROUT LEFT
HIGH ON SHORES
tSKCIAL eORIBPOr.DSNCa

JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO. lished in every oollege which has 100
or more able bodied volunteers for the
Waiters Rapraaantatlra
work.
Students will be allowed to
C J. ANDERSON.
volunteer at the age of 18. They wilt
Marau.tt Bide, Cblcaco, III,
become members of the army (though
S&atara RtprwcntatlT
Individuals may be eventually transRALPH R. MULLIGAN,
n But 42nd Strut, New York.
ferred to the navy or to one of the
Jtiutered aa ftecond-clamatter at the essential industries), subject to the
poatofflco of Albuquerque, N. M., andtf Aot call of the president
nt any time,
nf Congresa of March 1, 1S7.
LarKvr circulation tUaa any other paper wearing tho uniform, and receiving
In Navr Mexico.
The only paper In New daily military instruction. While the
Mexico tireued every day In the year.
men may be called whenever military
TBKMS OK BUBHCKlfTlO.N:
the policy of tho
Dally, by carrier or by mall, on month. .Mo necessity demands,
I7.M government will be to keep thorn in
Yearly, In advance
NUTlOiS TO BLIBStlKlBKHa.
college at least until their draft age
Bukaciitmra to the Journal when writing Is reached.
to have their paper chanced to a Dew
muat be aura to five the old addraa.
By the time they reach this ago they
will be ready to enter the nrmy, the
"The Morntnr Journal baa akhlg-rncirculation rating than la accorded to any other navy or the essential industries, not
The American
paper In New Mexico."
as raw recruits, but with enough
Newapaper Directory.
,
training to make
profesional
O
O
I
MEMBER OF THH A.8SOCIATBD
engineers,
them useful as officers,
rnuea.
doctors, chemists, or as experts In the
Tba Aaaodatad Preaa la ezcluarvely
entitled to the uee for republication
many other lines, military or civil,
e
of all newa credited to It or not
in modern warfare.
essential
credited In thie paper and alae
the local newa publlahed herein,
Since July 15 the Oermans have
THH JORNAL Ukea and prlata
alxty houra and thirty minute! ot
lost approximately 180,000 men dead,
Aiaoclated Preaa leaaed wire
wounded and prisoners, according to
ervlce each week. No other
authorative estimates from the French
publlebed In New Mexico Ukea
more than twenty-fou- r
houra ot Aswar office. Is there anyone in Albu
sociated Preaa aarvlce during a week,
0
0 querque who will shed a tear?

(From the Frankfort Zcitung.)
We do nut approve of the idea, ar.d
many Germans will be of the tame
opinion, that the kaiser should have
started tho war and should continue
it with the sole object of establishing
German supremacy ove.r the world.
On August 4, 1914. the German
people were not old that they were
going to wur to combat Anglo-Saxosupremacy. Hud they been told that,
had even the slightest allusion been
made to such an Idea, the will of the
German nation would not have been
unonimouN, and the union which the
kaiser has always striven for would
have been destroyed from tho first
day.
Every Individual German has cherished the belief that the fatherland
was in peril, and each man left for tlte
battlefield solely with the object of
defending his workshop, his home, hi
wife and his children.
He would not have gone had he
thought that agression only was the
aim of the war makers.
n

nill-Itai-

other-wla-

.JULY.

.
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The Civil War was fought by hoys
of :1 and younger. It is notneceBsury,
of course, lo extend the draft age
downwind to Include such boyg as
fought from '61 to '6'j. I?ut certainly
the mitfKestion of lowering it to 19 ns
well as of extending it to 4f is reasonable. Military men insist that the
best BOldiirs range from 19 fo 25. In
those ages men are vigorous, enthus-laHtic- ',
and their habits are not so
fixed but that they can readily adjust
themselves to new conditions.
The
l.oy of 20 doesn't mind hardship. The
man of 4ft misses his morning bath
and generally doesn't make so good a
(soldier.

The country is going to need an
nrmy of t least six millions. It can
not get that army from the existing
draft ages without taking men with
It can at least defer the
dependents.
invasion of deferred classifications by
extending ages from 19 to 45.
Obviously there is need for prompt
action. Without it the flow of troops
to Europe must slacken. The nation
has read with concern that tho war
department plans to cut in two the
number of men summoned for train
ing In tho months beginning with
No satisfactory reason
September.
for such action has been assigned. If
there is one it should be made public.
There ought to be no slackening of
effort. America will need all the men
it can possibly put in Europe to nd
the. war.

If it is impossible to continue to
transport and supply men at the rate
they are now being summoned, the
reasons should be disclosed. Unless
such reasons are imperative the
movement ought to continue without
interruption.
v"

How can Ludendorff expect the
.German people to believe the victory
bulletins when it is an open secret
that Austrian troops are being used
on the battle front? Even the Ger
man people know that tho Austrlans
are licked every place they show up,
I

tiik

oxrc

QnTIOX.

the opinion of Mr,
England,
Charles H. Grasty, writing from Lon-dois doing too much in the war. It
is crippling its industries in order to
get men of almost any age to send to
the front. He thinks It up to America
to carry lager share of the load.
Perhaps It is: Little Information on
the subject is availaUo In this country.
It may well be that England has as
sumed an undue burden.
However
that may be, there is just one policy
for America and for all Americans,
That Is to do all they possibly can.
There is still a disposition when one
In

n,

THE DAXOEIUH'S

AG

14.

When is the dangerous age? Always
a little around the corner from where
your particular philosopher happens
Hut
to be located, says the cynic.
there are generalizations of some
standing, and the war is adding a new
and Important one, true for men, at
any rate, it is contended. ,;'
This particular dangerous agewfm
described bv a French lieutenant as
beginning around 40, and Jieing those
years when a man still reels yoijHg
and, can, In fact, as a result of his
do everything
vears of experience,
more skillfully than ever before in his
life, but ennnot, in a purely physical
contest, maintain his skill or pace,
The sense of ability In these dangerous vears Is very great and. very real,
but fatally deceptive. You fee; better
liof.iie In vour lire. Jnu
i,nn
vou are better while you last.
Deceptive, treacherous years they
nre. r.ither than necessarily danger
ous. For it is only on tho purely
comes.
physical side that the failure
Mentally a man grows, or stroma
wom-ngrow, better and better. And a
too. If vou would go to war you
must be sure that your task does not
ask tho impossible of your body.
Careers, bv all means. Start them
whenever you will at G8, ns did
The more
if vou prefer.
,
4t- ,tka better. It is
iv thn bavonet and the airplane an
be
such like toys of youth that must
denied your old codger of
of
The mayor and all the aldermen
enlisted in the army.
iuwii
recruit- Why couldn't that persuasive WoH
m
me
ciipmn
ing officer visit
ington, DtC?

rna

.a
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GETTING THE JVM P.

The best way to figure the effect of
.oaonre n'n the Germans Is to ob
serve the effect of similar measures
aiii
Tin, Allies Know mat
on- .me aij"
the German soldier is made unhappy
.i.niono miiiH. riecause ine
Allies
soldier doesn't enjoy them. The
muscalculate to a nicety the effect of It
tard gas on the enemy by watching
effct' on their own troops.
the
We all know the anxiety which
German offensive caused. toWe know
read of
ho'w disheartening it was
back-Wforced
being
troops constantly
result
enthusiasm
know, too, the
,
ing from a successful Allien oi"--- o in o nosition
to know what
over the
a change must have come
from tle
troops
German
the
of
spirit
elation ol me
in the
the depression of the setback
salient they had driven towmu
t- - . ,
iiilni lo feel you have
on
the other fellow. That
"the Jump"
Bcverai army
be
worth
spirit will
to the Allies.

uccei

t-

group of citizens Is called on to make
The kaiser's Idea of hell is a place
sacrifices to Inquire whether other where there are no women and babies
people are being treated the same way, to murder.
If a limit is set to the prices that may
be charged for a certain product, It is I'NSKIIXED LAOOIt SHOltTAGE.
natural for the producer to inquire
The present shortage of unskilled
whether other people are working
under the same limitations. It Is na- labor in war industries and the
extent to which unskilled
tural, but It is not the way to win
the war.
workers will be needed in war producIn the next two inomuo id
The question for every American to
ask is, "Am I doing all I can?" It cated in the returns now being made
makes no difference that Somebody tr, the United States Employment
When every Service by concerns engaged on war
else may be a slacker.
citizen Judges himself by that test work.
The first 600 war plants to send
there will be no trouble over what
the country does.
their requirements to the Federal Employment Service ask for approxinow
mately 25,000 common- laborers and
STCDKNT OITICirUS TKAININO,
August
and about 40,000 during
The 25,000 men wanted
President It. C. Maclaurln, of the September.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, now represent a shortage.
concern In tne country
has just reported to Washington to act
.. work has been Instructed
. Everyi
as the educational head of a Btudents'
and
nrmy training corps, which will make to telegraph Its immediate needs
of every Important college In the coun those of the next two momns to
try a military post for the training of national office of the Employment
Washington. Detailed state
the men for the army, navy and essen t, i
tial Industries. A group of. represen- ments aa to these present and future
tative college presidents,
called to requirements are sent by eacn p.u...
.
office of the employment
Washington by the Emergency Coun .
It Is
(11 of Education has just completed service for the state In which
for
this
located.
corps publicity
giving
plans
throughout tho country, and Thursday
three large training camps, at Platts-;urThe kaiser found 'Champagne had
Presidio of San Francisco, and too much "kick" to be taken wun
Fort Sherldian, 111., with an attend- Impunity.
ance of 7,000 members of collegeAfac-tiltle- g
and selected Btudents began a
The picked Prussian "shock" troops
y
,.
course designed to prepare men got one thlg time ..

a.

60-da-
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flood.-

The same freshet washed out a part
of the bank of the intake canal of the
Las Vegas irrigation project.
The
damage was not great.

LAS VEGAS SALOON MEN

PREPARE FOR DRY SPELL

East Las Vegas, N. M., July 20.
Las Vegas saloon, men phirosonhic.tly
are preparing for the drouth. They
are closing out their stock.), nnd by
the short hair on tho top of his head. the time the state goen Cry n October
1, most of them will have sold out
"See that scar?"
drinkable.
It was plainly visible a scar sev- everything are
It there
any persons who intend
'
eral inches long.
tc put on a celebration on the last
"I slippefl when I was mounting my
horse as a German soldier. That wus night of the wet reg'rne, ibey may
not a great offence, but it wsr in the fii'd that there's nothing on hand lo
of the kaiser celebrate with. Some of liie liquor
presence of 'tnajcstaef
himself! The sword that made that dealers expect to open cigar stores and
pool halls ,and others will quit busiscar was the kaiser's own sword!
"I was in the hospital six weeks. ness.

newe-pap-

HDAY.

TO

East, Las Vegas, N. M., Judy 26.
The Galllnas river is accused of violating the game laws, and there are
numerous witnesses ready to swear to
its guilt. According to law there is but
one way to catch trout, and that is
with hook and line. The Gallinas
chased them up on. the bank during
a freshet a. few days ago, and then
went off and left them. Persons happening along, ami seeing what the river had done, are reported to have
carried of the fish, and thus
the evidence.
Fishermen who have been angling
in the Gallinas for rears an l were convinced there were no really big trout
in the lower part of the river were
astonished to learn thnt five pound
trout had been thrown out during tho

'

Dr. Itumely could not
,
or would not Bee.
It is unnecessary to point out that
Ale did. not get very fur in the effort to
impose kultur on New York in this
fashion; no farther than he did in the
attempt to distribute the Evening Mail
over the whole United States and
make it tho greatest national news
paper. He wanted to put the motto
"What New York thinks today the
Nation thinks tomorrow" at the top of
tho first page; he was only deterred
by the most forceful opposition on the
Herald Co. All rights reserved.)
part of everyone else connected with
he New York Herald Co.)
the paper in whom he confided this
purpose. But when every other, newsin the t'nited States was cutting
we would never haw to look at it any paper free list
and discontinuing the
more cioseiy.
ffCo exchange of copies with other
Entirely apart from nnv question, of papers, he wo,s enlarging the free list
taking sides in the war, Dr. Rumely and the exchange list of the Mail in
exhibited great Interest in municipal tho hope, apparently, that some of
If the propaganda which other papers
affairs, as every Gorman does.
there is one thing above ull others in refused to Uuy through the syndicate
which Germans take pride, It is In might strike root in fertile soil
their belief that they have tho most through this means.
efficient city governments
In the
Favorei" Compulsory Service.
world. One of Dr. Rumely's first acts
The national policy that Dr. Rumeafter assuming control of the Evenlnir ly strongly advocated, was universal
Mall was to display at the head of compulsory military service not the
the editorial page the "Oath of the selective draft system, which the
young Mjvn of Athens." It was a fa- American people have so cheerfully
vorite with him. I have seen conies accepted as an emergency war meas-prof it printed on cards by the boys at
but the- same sort of milit.iry
tne interlaken school. It reads:
service that Prussianlsm imposes upon
'
Every boy
"Wo will never bring disgrace to tho people of Germany.
become a trained toldivr.
this, our city, by any actof dishonesty should
or cowardice, or ever dssort our Bu- There is no doubt that Dr. Humely
ffering comrades in the ranks. We believed In this as the best possible
There is iio
will fight, for the ideals and sacred system; it is German.
things of the city, both alone and doubt, however, that In cdvocating it
with many; we will revere and obey he was playing Germany's game.
mo, city s laws apd do our best to inPerhaps tf overestimate Germany's
cite a like respect and reverence in capacity to understand the psychology
or
those above us who are prone to another people'9, but I think any one
nul or set them at naught: We will who knows, what the temper of the
strive unceasingly
to quicken rhe American people as a whole was with
public's sense of civic duty. Thus in regard to this war up to the time we
all these ways we will transmit this really got into it must realize that any
city not only less but greater, better serious attempt at compulsory miliami more beautiful than it was trans- tary service would have swept the
mitted to us."
pdYty advocating it from power, and
that war preparations on any Import-- ,
Hurt linn Socialistic Views.
to actual hostilities
I do not believe that any one who a'nt scate prior
bitterly opposed by
ever talked with Dr. Rumely about would have.:been
an overwhelming majority.
city government will disagree with the probably
one
But
for
thing; It looked patriotic
assertion that this conception of good to
advocate such things and furnish a
city government, was distinctly the decent camouflage behind which alGerman state socialism
conception.
'conceal itself.
He would have the city "(Jo things" most anything could
there always was
ur the common people; ho loved to For another thing,
if
that enough newspapers
talk about the way the city of Frei- the chance
and orators shouted loud enough the
and
entertainment
provided
burg
that he might lie tricked into
"happiness" for Its working classes. powers the unpopular, with at least a
Once wheii'these thtngs were under trying
dividee public sentiment as
discussion I' rerninxled him of the sharply
results I admit that would le
the
"panem of circenses" with whicfi the pretty close reasoning for a German,
Caesars used to apfJease the Roman hut
I offer it as a possible explanation
populace while they went on their of the vociferous demands for uni
imperial way unchecked. I ventured versal service and preparedness that
the opinion that "bread and circuses" emanated from so many obviously
were nut exactly the sort of pabulum German sources; echoing, It is true,
with which to satisfy the American similar
demands from sources whose
desire to be let alone In the pursuit Americanism could'not be questioned.
of happiness.
Not tho Only Victim of Kultur,
"You are nothing but an individualI said in. the beginning of these
istic American," he exclaimed.
The articles, that I proposed to tell the
scheme nf making the city's parks in- story of an American who became a
to something between a schuetzenpark
German, yl have, told it, but Edward
and Coney Island appealed to him A. Rumely
Is not the only American
Thou
strongly. He would have the city who has become a German.
provide every form of entertainment, sands and tens of thousands have been
recreation and "uplift," as they do- In infecteTr-wttthe virus of kultur; not
In Freiburg there is a all have bec"ome so completely Ger- Germany.
the
manuseu and lew nave had tne op
municipal theater, supported by
taxpayers for )fne benefit, of the portunity that came to Dr. Rumely to
working classesfiNew York ought to spread the poison of German propahave a municipal theater. The poor ganda.
I suggested that Edward A.
should have the advantago o seeing Rumely might be a "throw back" to
the best plays.
some Hun ancestor.' That biological
"There are plenty of neighborhood explanation, however, does not ac
theaters in New Tork, where good count for the Americans who have no
plays are put. on a popular prices," II single drop of German blood In their
suggested to htm,. That wasn't the veins ana yei wno, oerore we eniereu
idea. That was "commercialized."
upon this war, Raw only good In ne
spoke of the places where the people German system, believed that kultur
of the neighborhood get together and would yet triumph believe It still In
put on their own plays. That' didn't the secret recesses of their minds,
meet the demand, either. They had There was tho suggestion, too, that
of
no proner direction as to what-eorRumely's early environment among
plays thev ought t6 see. in uermany the German speaking people of his
apparently, the paternal government home circle mav have Jiad an uinu
not only gives the people its theaters ence in the Germanizing of his later
but selects its plays for It. So when career.
some earnest German actors came to
The answer and the explanation of
New York and tried to raise a fund Edward A. Rumely is, I believe, none
by subscription to subsidize a theater of these.
Certainly, mere was no
where the working man fcould see the conscious bending of hla boyhood alms
Dr.
to
see,'
sort of plays he ought
and aspirations Germanward In his
I wave received many
Rumely was Its most ardent advocate home circle.
and opened the columns of the Mail to letters snd heard from many sources
about Edward A. Rumely's early life
subscriptions to the fund.
Kerinan TnigwHe" Had no Aprxul.
and his family, since the first of these
New York w,orkingmen, somehow, articles was published, and I can asto dreary sert with confidence that the manifesdidn't take verv kindly
tragedies deplcitlne the sufferlmr ofd tation of his acceptance of the Gertne peasant classes tn Germany a nin-dre- man viewpoint has nowhere caused
years ago. Even the lure of ten greater surprise nor elicited more excent tickets didn't make the venture
pressions of grief than tn his home
a success. I shall never forget --the town of Ka Porte and from members
look of indignation OB the face of one of his own family.
That the granditer son of Meinrad Humely should yield
young woman a "he turned on leav-Ing
wcro
escort In the lobby as they
allegiance, even in spirit, to tho milithe house and said:
tary autocracy from which the foundtold er of the family in America fted Is
"My God, Bill, who in b
you this was a good show?"
little short of shocking to the Test,
That this sort of paternalism grew dents of La Porte, who have heard the
distincout of and strengthened class
old man tell why he came to America.
tions, nnd that class distinctions,, with
Father Tolls How Ho Got Scar. ,
one class domg the jrovemlng, were
"Look," ha would gay, pushing back

Amazing Story of Dr.
Rumely, An American,
Who Became a German
(Copyright, 1918, the New York
(Copyright, Canada, by t
INSTALLMENT
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It would lie easy to write
of Interesting incidents and episodes in the stormy career of the
Evening

Mail

under

Dr.

Kumely's

management, and to point out in
stance lifter Instance in which his
derman ideals and sympathies found
expression in its columns, often so
that the German
subtly disguised

poison was not easily discernible.
Even if it had not been known that
ho was in constant touch with the
representatives of the German government in America, a close study of the
newspaper would have revealed many
surprising coincidences that indicated
either that or an uncanny power of
forecasting events.
Sometimes it was a peace drive, that
was anticipated in the Evening Mail
by editorial articles calculated to make
Americans weary of war and prepare
them to back up the demand for peace
at any price; sometimes it would be a
German reply to an American protest
that would be foreshadowed; sometimes some other German move or
activity. Germany's conciliatory reply
to president Wilson's
note in the
Sussex case contained the Insolent demand that the United States compel
Great Hrltain to raise the blockade
against cargoes destined for Germany.
The demand aroused the greatest
public indignation, and the Mail editorially voiced the general rejwuitment;
it was part of the general policy to
sound the patriotic note whenever
ther was anything that looked like
a real crisis. Hut long before the German note was received in America,
the Mail had been printing articles
fiercely denouncing the British embargo and demanding that the president declare an embargo on munition.',
nnd so "forthwith crush the British
rebellion against law."
First to Know of Dculsclilaiul.
Tho first intimation that the Germans Intended to send a cargo
across tho Atlantic reached
the public through the Evening Mail;
the arrival of the Deutschland came
as a surprise to the rest of the country; tho sailing of the Bremen, the
that never
other cargo submarine,
reached this side of the ocean, was
also first known In the office of the
Mail, as I recollect it.
All of these coincidences have been
known to and analyzed by, government
Investigators for a long time; some of
them have been coupled up with other
things that did not take place in the
offices of the Mail.
I do not think there was ever any
doubt in Dr. Ttumely's mind, up to
the breaking off of relations between
the United States and Germany, thai
this country ' would not get into the
war and that Germany would force
Franco nnd England to accept a German peace, if they were not actually
defeated.
Germany expected to win
at Verdun; thnt was to be the Waterloo of the Allies. '

a)

As the fighting abkut that ancient
fort grew fierce. Dr. Rumely had a
long editorial article written, cele
brating the downfall of the French
It made about three
stronghold.
newspaper columns. It was put Into
type and held for orders. As everyone
remembers, tho German victory at
Verdun did not function according to
schedule.
I don't know how many
times that chunk of type went Into
the forms and out again, was proved
up and revised. It got to bo as fa
miliar a piece of furnitures about the
composing room as the, foreman's

desk.
Itumclv Sure of Hun Victory.
I can't tell, either, how many times
nermany was declared to nave won
the war, France and England to have
been actually defeated', in the editorial columns of the Mall. These
were "moral victories," of course, but
Dr. Rumely wag not perfectly sure
that they had been won. That Germany was right and the others
wrong was his-- sincere belief. As I
have said before, he did no violence to
his conscience In espousing the German cause- - he had become a Gorman.
And up to very late In 1916 the war
was i) long way
f from America as
a whole. We were,, as a people,
looking at It from a perfectly detached viewpoint and mostly hoping

tf

ofits

.
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When I recovered I swore I would
not servo the military of that country
another day. TBat was why I came to
America."
What, then is the explanation? How
H(I this
'an's grandson become a Ger
man? How have the other Americans
m
become Germans?
I said that this was the story of a
rather
Rvmbol and a manifestation
Edward
than of an individual.
Aloyslus Rumely, the man who chose
to strive for power and riches ruther
than to servo as a priest of tne cnurcn
is a symbol of the conflict that is,
fought on the battlefields ot
France and Flanders today. To those
who believe, as I believe, as America
todv believes, that this is a war b- tween the materialistic conception of
life and the spiritual forces that rule
the ou1s and destinies of free men
and free nations, Edward A. Rumely
is a manifestation of the triumph of
materialistic ideal,
the
'
U is a difficult path to trace, a hard
trail to climb, the uphill road to the
soul's freedom that no ono may follow
to Its end unless ho bears upon his
back the burdens of others. I am the
last who should blame the traveler
who turns asitle to seek his ease in
the fat fields of the pleasajit valleys.
They look happy and contented,
those slaves down in the valley, their
masters are sleek and prosperous and
feed them well. Some of us know the
truth about them, though,; some of u
have chosen to live In the valley ami
have only barely escaped dying there;
some of us have slipped from the high
lick
road and have been content to seek
the hand that fed us rather' than
our own sustenance in the hills. the
It Is because America has chosen
soul and her
high road and found her
at war
happiness there that we are
masters of
German
trie
today with
the slaves in mo vaney. rsoim cum
live in the valley and call himself
American. He who rejects the spiritual ideal, who places, power above
liberty, the state above the individual,
Is a German.
.,

Journal Want Ann bring results.
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esinol

is clearing my skin!

Resinol Ointment helps to make it
possible for every woman to have a
clear,soft, healthy skin, the first and indispensable requisite of beauty and
attractiveness..
Blotches, roughness, pimples, reddened patches, itching and burning of
the skin can be relieved and usually
removed by Resinol Ointment aided bv
Resinol Soap.
Said by alt dtaltn.

SUBSCRIBE' NOW!
TO THE JOURNAL

Tob acco Fund
How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!
By special arrangement The Journal guarantees to deliver,
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers, two dollar
worth 6f tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers la
France and on the way to. France.
The packages (50c worth of tobacco) are put up la attractive
patrlotlo packages. In every package wa put a return postal card
with your name and address ko that you will get word back from
nt
26
the battlefields from as roauy soldiers as you aubscrlb

...

,

pisoas.

h

,

IS MIGHTY SCARCE

TOBACCO

Near the Trenchetv

'

.

t

New School, Equipment.
N. M., July fC.
New desks and equipmentMia.'e been
secured for the Son Miguel coiinly
schools and are being installed. The
improvements ure greatly needed.' After the war numerous new school
houses will be erected.

East Las Vegas,

,

,

IHOM IBVIJi COBU'8 "PATHS OF GLORY"
"As I recall now, wa had coma through the gate of he school
house to where the automobile stood when s puff of wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across tha battlefront. brought
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full well.
"Tou get It, I see,' said the Oerman officer, who stood along
side of me. 'It comes from three miles off, but you can get It five
miles when the wind is strong' and he waved his left arm toward
it as though the scent had
been a visible thing. 'That explains why
tobacco Is so scarce with us along tha staff hack yonder in Laon.
"All the tobacco which can be spared is sent to the men In the
front trenches. As long as they smoke
and keep on smoking they
row rtand that."
'
.
i

No Matter How Small

v

Send It in

the Amount

Our boys are going to nee4 tobacco in great quautltle Fill out
the coupon now Today
is None Too Soonand make It generous!
. . .h
Bring it, or mall it, to The Journal Of floe.

THE JOyRNAL, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
pkf.Knt Popalar eUraratta hsrlng rstaU value at Ma. ?
No,
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Ha pkg. No.

i

Popslar pips tobsooo Sarin retail vain of Ha
Popalar elfmrotta tobaooo haTlnt total! vain at SM.
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WHAT DO "YOU MEAN DY
C0MIN4 HOME AT THIS
HOUR. Or THE

WHATb
I

THE

HER fcEiN' UP

McMANUS

GEORGE

MATTER?

1
'

'

5 A.M.

MOEMK J01MML CIA SSnFUED
KO A1WMICE 'EIEIE

HARDEN

To purchase or rent from
the owner, modern five

NEAR CLOSE OF

or

home, close
in. State price and loca'
tion to
six-roo- m

'

'

Market Hesitant and Irregular
During Early Hours Owing to
Failure of Sensational News
From War Zone,

P. 0. Eos 98, h
MONEY TO LOAN.
On real eitws security.
j.H&k to LUA
Phnna tit
t7 WlJnMOIt nlt

SMALLoans

$5.00,

Strlctly-opnfldcni- lal.

anil up.
Address "M." Journal.
$10.0(F,

fcj.l.OO

lV MORNINtt JOUNNML SPCCIAL LBASID Wlil
J- New Yorkj July 26. The stock
market was hesitant and Irregular In and there was a complete reversal of
the first half of today's superficial sentiment. The rest of the days absession, presumably on the failure of sence of selllnsr pressure was evident.
Seaboard Inquiry helped to lift the
sensational war rumors, but prices
oats market. The chief clement of
hardened later.
Pools were conspicuous In numerous strength, though, was sympathy with
minor specialties, but steels, allied corn.
Sharp declines In the price of hogs
equipments, coppers and some of the carried
down provisions.
Liquidating
tobaccos featured the occasional inand about the only
tervals of activity. United States Steel sales developed
was
of
a
local
sitpport
character.
of40
furnished about
per cent of the
Closing prices:
ferings and attaining the highest
Corn Aug., $1.62: Sept., $1.53.
of
week
at 108, closing
the
price
Oats Aug., 69 c; Sept., 69 c.
half a point under its best.
Pork July, $4Ii.l5; Sept., $45.00.
Bethlehem, Crucible and Ijickfi-wann- a
Lard July, $28.40; Kept., $26.25.
Steels, Republic Iron and ColRibs July, $24.45; Sept., $24.70.
orado Fuel gained oneto two points,
Utah Copper and oils one to one Rnd
NEW YORK MKTAL.
a half and tieneral Cigars was prominent for its sudden rise of four points.
New York. July 26. Lead Market
Rails were extremely listless. Union unchanged.
Pasific, as an instance) remaining alSpelter Easy and unchanged.
together unquoted until at the end,
its
NEW YORK COTTON.
Reading slowly regaining

$2,000.

2
frame, modern,
sleeping porches, completely furnished, suitable for 2 families,
rents for. $30.00 per month; Srd
ward.
8 room,
$4,750
cement block
and .shingle residence hardwood
floois, hot air furnace, corner lot,
good location. Fourth ward.
4 loom shingle
$2,300.
bungalow,
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
garage; 4th. ward.
$2,500.
stuccoed bungalow In
University Heights, modern, fireplace.
$3,500
brick, stuccoed, large living room with fireplace. South Seventh.
$3,000.
stuccoe'd bungalow,
modern, hardwood floors, garage;
Highlands, cloao ln.
--

OJEisClER

A.
JUal

Estate, Insurance, Loans
Fourth Straat

111 South

Male.
man.
WA.NTBO

Writer, "guo'd Wages for

H,

w'. l''eo.

compel-"-

lj:1rler, Ui.un cuarantecd. iJ!k
Ilarlier Slinp. (iallup.
M.
WANTKD
iii liable farmer;
wah'CS
good
anil tharo hy August first, ft. IX. Journal.
WANTED
Experienced man for milk lioua?
work. Apply Bezek's Duiry. linn North

fourth.

i.,;

''.

House.

lc

Lambs,

$12.Q0lJ.5O.

ewes.
$17.001918.00;
'
..
,v

Slaxim Gorky Is

,

,

Dying-Stockhol-

Maxim Oorky,
the Russian novelist and revolution
ary propagandist, isv dying, saj s a
from Iielgingfor.3 (Qday,

July

26.

mes-jSa-

FOR SAIJE 01

West Gold.

SWIM. HOME
Now

dandy

TiSl

built-i-

EICmAMGE

TRADE.

FOR BALBOU TRVD"EAhouThundred
and fifteen acres, patented, fifty acea
can be put In cultivation under the Eledam: fifteen hundred acres
phant Butt
leased land. Good Improvements; three waterings. Will trade for ranch near
Address pox 132, Rlncon, N, It,

Y

.o
per month, loll North First.
11ENT Three-rooFOll
unfurnished
house; porch. Inquire 1300 North tiecond.

$10.

house,

411

Houth

four
unfur-

Seventh. Apply

HtgrmmoA.
Mslrabte
HE NT
aw4era
furnished cottage. Phone il3-J- .
FOR RRNT Furnished two.rnom cottag.
with sleeping porch. 1022 South Walter.
FOll JtENT Four-rooliutise two glassed
In porches. Water paid, $!. Pheoo 1622-J- .
Three-rooFOR BBNT
furnished cottage.
Inquire (17 South Brdadway. Phone 2134-V'JH

Fort

m
furnished
housj
with sleeping poreh, piano, water, garage,
1306 South Edits).

$13.00.

11ENT
Modern
unalow three rooms
with large sleeping porch, furnished,
Phone 671. Inquire 112J East Central.
FOll IIB.NT
llaiiTsSfcHt
Central car i.no, convenient 10 panator-lumThaxton Si Co., Third and inl.l.
FORnENT FtirnlihTd vnitKt, modern.
glassed porches; University ear lines.
Phono 31, mornings. 1524 East Central,
PC ft RENTlioui5""in
lilgnlands. "filur-obungalow, furnljlied:
glaisrd In
sleeping porch; also garage. Call 1207 East
'.'tntral.
FOK

Mdrurniini'

General.
Foil KENT

Hlglrt-roo-

hoMse,-sultab-

two apnrttnen'.s. Phone 613.

for

Foil
West Hnscldlna avenue, lnhulro 30a
West Gold. Phone 670.
FOU RENT Five rooms partly furnished;
electric llglils and bath. Walor paid. Kent
:'.
per month. Inquire 511 WVat Central or
Phone S9s.
FOll KENT In highland's near University
car line new
modern furnished
bungalow. Call or Phone A. h. Martin Ileul
1
21
West Gold.
Estate Co.,
furnished frouse very
FOR RENT
desirable; every modern convenience, two
screened porches, shade, flood terms to
or 7S.- permanent tenant. PhoSe. 5139-318

For Rent

Room With Board.

HIGH class board and Sleeping pjreo wild
room at summer rates, IX. S3! South Aido.
Phone 151
NT
FOR-RETo convalescents, large sleeping porch, with good home cookfnff, 1700
East Central. Phone 2133-FOR RENT Rooms with sleeping porches,
hot and cold water, 1st olaas tal)le board,
Casa de Oro 613 West Qold.
furnished
FOR RENT Sleeping porch
table board. 301 South
rooms, first-clas- s
Edith. Phone 8w'. Mrs. Abbott
MRSfc W. II HEEh, of the Lockhart' Ranch
has moved to 02 South Aran, where she
Is Prepared to take health seekers. Phone
233S.

EL JARDIN ESCON DIDO Tho convalescents Ideal home. IIss room with private
bith. Also deslrahle double room,' vacant.
101 West Central. Phone 1112.'
For convales"k, JARDIN' ESCONDIDO"
cents. Something a little bettor. ' Coolest
olace in city. Pleasant surroundings, nates
reasonable. 1 801 West Central. Phone 1112.
BHADT"n60K ranch offara excellent room
and board. Just the place to get strong,
For rates phone 148IF-4- ; free transportation
available. Urn.
B. B.
Accommodations now ,...,,
,
Thomas.

WANTEpRoomt,

"married'J,upTo''
WAIDHyhhy
light housekeeping room; with nice family,
;

F. E. ,T.. care Journal.

trees, for

Ml-f- t.

JJS

Sail, M4sriB mi

The Star Furniture Co.

Four rooms and bath, largo glazed
and screened sleeping porch. Foitf
blocks from West Central. Close
In. Some cash and $18 per month
will handle. It will Pay you to
Investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. Bee National
Investment

Co.,

102

FOR REN1

Room.

NortLT
for iight housekeeping,

FOR SALE

Foil'

SAI.K-On-

black currants
One slightly
lilliS--

e

for sale.

Underwood Typewriter
1

u

Style No.
Cheap.

JT

gray switch, long

in first class

4,

THE ECONOMIST

"cfrlgerator, fouYlngor

' and twelve doxeu fruit Jars.
Uargatn If
sold nt iinee. 41.1 North Fifth.
Folt SALE High grade upright piano, walnut finish, slightly used. Coat $piu Kll
take $100 cash. Hon
.lournal.
FOIt SALE Oontlemans good canvass coat,
overcoat and Bult, sle .IS and 40. Also

!.

ROOie

OKANUE

FOR SALE

Mlscelianeous.

MOTEI
Itootus and npart-inentMo per gallon.
Roofs under our Mr will
r,is West Central. Mrs, Klchard Improve from year to year. W can put on
U'esf, Propillrets,
a new roof that will last as long ss the
iMPIiit I A iwtoOiiCIojC
rolmTT building. The Mansano Oo. Phone U01-rntes by day or week; over Woolworth s, ilO South Walnut.
319 2 West Central.
ICR IB carbon root pariu a.ua roof oemenl
FOIt ItljNT I.urgo front bedroom, modern
stops leaks; lasts five years. Use Dvoe
ready
paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-labath
prlvato entrance,
407
adjoining.
mohair top aod seat dressing, Motor cur finNorth Fifth street. Private family.
cold
water kalsoiulne, and be satisfied.
ish,
FOll KENT Very 'desirable room with Thos.
F. Keleher, 408 W. Cential. Phone 410.
sleeping porch for light housekeeping. Also
ne bedroom. IQOi West Central. Phono 3240.
FOR BALIS
ftonm.
Centrifugal .pump and
FOR RENT Furnished rooma, 414 West III-e- r; ONE
motor.
With preaaure control. Apno sick, no children.
O, Weinman, care Economist.
ply
FOK RENT Two rooms ror irght housekeep.
Ing. Counado Apartments
and furnished
rooms. 41 South Second.
FOll RENT Three large airy rooma keepWANTED Mlsceltaneoua.
ing porch and bath. Nicely furnished for VVANTMoCrr"bu'pit
housekeeping, flns nnd coal ranges. DesirWANTED ToTdo hair "wwk.wiiichcs, eta
able location. 616 West Coal.
Phons 2217.
Eighisinos.
SPlCCIAt. ratf-t- , made in plcnlo and fishing
TtPJNT
21S South
Foil
Furnished rooms.
parties. Call 1583-J- .
Walter. Phons 202. v
WANTED
If you need a carpenter, call j7
H.
FOR RENT Furnished room, gentleman
Durling. Phone ir,9r,-J- .
preferred. 101 South Walter.
TRCNK wanted must be hi first cluaa conItfCNT Furnished
FOR
"room,
dition. If. J., care of Journal.
sleeping
.
1125 South
1347-WEdith. Phono
porch.
WANTED
To buy the best twelve hundred
I
FOK RENT
orgs room wltn slMpln"
pound horse six years old. John Mann.
.two.
Ideal
for
IIS
Bast
Central.
porch;
Al once second hand furniture
WANTF.1)
2o7
furnished!
Two nouns
and kitchen utensils; also cook stove or
FOR REST
South Broadway with or without hoard. range, phone 2196-J- .
Phono I31C-J- .
WANtX'II Tobiiy "a few "second hand bug-gle- u
gand spring wagons, MuSt bo cheap.
FOR RENT Rooms with" sleepinporoS
with or without board. Thoa 671. 1 1Z Thos. J. Passmor. 414 South Second.
East Central.
FOR JUNK
HICHERT CABH'VltlcPri'Al'D
TUB SOUTHWESTERN JtiNK CO.,
FOR RENT Three nicely furnished slnep-In- g 114BTWF.RT
LWA T. PHONE
H. WB AISO
rooms,
meals If desired. 515 East BPY OLDAtTTOS.
Central. Phono 147(t-WAN:TED-8e"c.md'-"Vmen's and boys
clothes, shoes and underwear. Also trunks
General.
and suit oases. Call M. Chicago ieoond-han- d
FOR
RENT Nicely
furnished
modern
store, 117 South First.
rooms for light housekeeping. Phone 1773.
.i
sweet peas,
FOll HA 1, 10 Beailllfur
long, stemmed, fragraut, assorted colors
7Bc
In
Illo
Order
sdvnnce.
hundred.
per
FOR RENT
(Irsndo Industrial School. Phono 240H F2.
F?mNKFXTDcstrttbTe
VVANT EliOwTI bagsr
from lie to to
also sleeping room. '400 Bouth Seventh.
each. 800 tons scrap Iron. Pay from
St. Louts
to
Palriotlo
lb.
Per
duty.
FOR RENT Two and three-rooapartJunk Co., 40B Bouth Flrsi street. Phone m
ments and sleeping rooms.
Highland
WANTlil) To sell or trado for sheep or
House.
farm has five
ranch property, one
FOll RBNT Three or four room furnished room modern
bungalow, artesian well, located
apartments, modern; goo Bouth First,
at Huntington Jieacli, California, Inquire
Savoy hotel office.
of M. L. Oarcla, Box 434, Magdalene, N. M.
FOR RENT Furnished apartments.
Elms WANTED Careful kodak finishing by masHotel, corner First and TIJeros.
Twice dally service.
ter photographers.
Wend
Remember, satlsrnctlon guaranteed.
FOR RENT Three-rooapartment, modestablished firm.
to
a
reliable,
finishing
ern, nicely furnished, coal and gas range your
Ilanna A Henna, master photographers.
combined, close in. Apply 400 North Fourth.
SHEEP WANTED
'
Phone 250.
WANTED 20,000 ewes on shares or rent
FOR RENT Two-roohousekeeping apartwill take them for 4 or 5 years for a yearments, three rooma ,wlth hath and sleeply rental In wial. Have fine ranch plenty of
ing rooms. Albuquerque Hotel 210 2 North feed and watr year round, rain fall 25 Inches
Second.
no droughts, Bang references. Address Bhat-tuc- k
Hotel. Berkley .Calif. J. A. Stroud.
CHANCE for a happy winter home. Coal
already stored, a few nice little furnished
FOR SALE Livestock.
spartments vacant. Suitable for two persons.
(Tenants called h Unele Rami. If "taken
quick will let for the former all year round
100J West FOR SALE Two well broken cow ponies,
nrlces at TUB WAmfTN'OTON,
Central, ,T. TV Raklns. Prop.
Tiesemek's Balry.' Phone $51.
FOR SALE One lolstiu Milch cow. Must
sell account helng drafted. Phone 1837.
BUSINESS CHANCES.
Vbn '8ALKnV.'"Fiiii liorsea, tlV'fo
FOR RENT Two buildings at Seventh and
thrse miles
$100.
irr. K. N. Wilson,
Central Avenue. Apply to J. B. Elder, south of bridge.
'
agent.
RHOISTF.IiEB Hereford cows, helfera Slid
FOR SALE Barber shop snd pool room,
hulls, for sale, or trado fo,r grade cattle.
.
also furnished rooms. Apply Contraf Bar- I), w. stiles, tiranr,
ber Shop, Old Albuquerque.
FOR SALE Extra nne. young pedigreed
Flemish
stock
dlant. New Zeabreeding
FOR SALE Rooming house, completely
furnished. Good business. On account of land, tnd Rufua Red Belgian hares. WllllaJn
2l
North
Bleventh Street,
Oestreeh, Sr.,
other business must sell. Phone
Albuquerquef. N. s.
BALE
seventeen
well furnished THE Rl6 GRAN DTC Dl'ROO HOO CO. of
Hotel,
FOR
rooms, centrally located, close to depot.
Albuquerque the largest breeders of regisOwner will sacrifice. See National Investtered hogs In the southwest. Can supply you
ment Co., 102 North Third.
now with herd ' hoars and young stuff at
FOR RENT One of the best double store moderate prices. Office 1214 South Third,
bulldlnrs and best loested for general Phons 1288.. Ranch headquarters 5 mllti
merchandise In the elty. Bee ,T O. Sakln at south. Phone 2408-FWashington Apartments 1001 West Central.
Phons Mt.
PASTURAGE.

Apartment.

FOR SALE Hardware and sporting goorts
OK HKN'T Pasture wua water la city
business In the best harbor city 1n southlimits, 11.10 per - month ' In aarance.
Two shipbuilding
five
ern
California.
and
llte.W
Ph,nw
FOR SALE Six acres of. cultivated land fish canning plsnts. Old established
s;
house, three miles north of
and
low rent; good location; stock and
Fo.Itlon.
WANTED
town. Cash price $800; oa ' terms
$850. fixtures about $10,000; will sell orltrodn.
;
ntfttt cutter, marPhone 1581-John Kplelman, 1313 W. llth. St., Los WAMKL)
reference. Address (.00 Nirth
ried. t-FOP. SALE 100 acres mountain rancti on Angeles.
Te.
Orgnn. Kl
Pecos river, IS aores under cultivation;
0 acres fenced; t modern five-rooSTRAYED.
bungTYPEWRITERS.
alows; ons mile protected trout stream. Ad.
dress Box 128. Valley Ranoh. tf.,M.
left side
brand. Brown horse branded
repaired. Kiboons tor every maentne. AlToward for Information or
$!
buquerque Typwrlter Ercbtnrg,- -rhooe 114
520
Btovar.
West
' .
rteurn. Ellas Nuanes.
Journal Want Ad
reraU. . tsi statu Fouitfc

bring

FOR SALE
adobe
house, with sleeping porch, on
lot containing fruit trees, berries, grapes, etc. A nice home
CIIAS.
for a small family.
MANN, Old Albuquerque. N. M.

North Third.

t.jb.s 1 Muuttri. ruinisi.cu
no
rtHtins;
sick; running water.
JagguT--"West Central.
-!
FOtt IiENT Itooms un
weekTdishes and carpenters tools. HIS North Sixth.
summer rates; no sick; oyer Gulden bath;
Itule FOR SALE Guaranteed hair work, switchstore.
es, puffs, curls from combings. Also hand.
Folt ltb,.T Large, .well ventilated bed made
lare. Mrs. K. It. Maxwell 807 South
room. 219 North v Fifth
street. 1'hono I'M h. Phone 11179.
13S7--

lilo

118 W ent Gold

40!)

I

SALE
luflr.

KENT

Have a llcKtilator Cluck for..$MI0
A
Steel Cable for.$IO.O
l'liotio 4UU when you have anything
to sell.

n

I'liono

Foil

.on

KOIl KENT Desirable
mod,
hout,c, furnished, liljl North Sixth.
I'OJ ItENT
Three room cottauo furnished.

four-roo-

Ifcy

o

brick, hardwood floors,
features, basement,

Kooms
tir. North Second.

D wettings.

South.
Foil KENT One furnislied
room. 4U3 and nlso two

1W

MoCI.KJllAV
110
Gold, rimns U07.
FOIt SALE
Fire and Auto Insurance.
Fnrcstrf.
Notary Tubild

Foil

FOR REN1

frf

R.
W.

Bargains In second hand folding camp
stove. Perfection and Puritan oil
stoves, refrigerators, pianos, beds,
dressers, etc. AVe buy anything.
120 West Gold
Phono 1 1 1

nished houses at
nt 214 West Uold.

n

garage,' sidewalks,
E. L. McSpiuldon furnace,
only $3,700; good terms.

T. L. McSpnddcn

north.

i

steady.

21 6

HELP WANTED.
WaIvi'EU

Third mul Gold

LOAN a.

Phone 166.

& CO.

Elmo IXSLKAXCE AGEXTS

CO.

OLICK!
Ol'U'K!
Ql'ICK!
REAL ESTATE1. FIRE INSURANCE.

ruuiu.-- ui
najliM. owner can ct
,ii,,
y gulng to first linuso northeast of Santu
l;ur!mra.

.,..'........

Notwithstanding that two day ago
frost danger wa a bogey, the corn
market found high temperatures a
source ot disturbance. At first continued defeats of the Germans, especially the capture of Oulchy. led to
general netting and to downturns In
prices, Th.es ea,m WA 9t JUt winds

A.L'MAKTO

TOMTOM

y

571;

l'c

modern brick with sleeping
House In
The lot is worth $(100
Al condition.
but wo are going to sell you the
house, lot and all for less than tho
house could be built $2,350 takes it;
$250 down, $25 per month. Gethusy,
beat the other fellow to It. Soe1

porch, close in, lowlands.

Good homes at old prices are exceedingly scarce. Wo can, however,
Ktill offer nn exceptionally well built
Santa Fe brick home, with basement,
heating plant, five spacious rooms,
hall, bath, largo porches,, good surroundings and very close in In Lowlands, for the old price of $4,200.

1

FOUND.

WANTED Young man to work In Trading
tore to learn business and work up. Adone-poi- nt
.
dress
City P. I). Box 373.
reversat.
WANTED Hrrong man for house and yard
New
shares.
26.
Cotton Spot,
Sales, 335,000
York, Julv
work. Permanent position. Ask for
Internationals fared better than do- quiet. Middling, $28.55.
Albuquerque Sanatorium.
Cotton futures closed steady. Oct.,
mestic issues. Paris 6's gained
and
WANTED
Men Past" draft BKewftli jTsotf
Anglo-French
5's a small
fraction. $24.83; Dec, $24.26; Jan., $24.15; and services for good paying
business; must
$24.16; May, $24.03.
Total sales, par value, $4,925,000.
he good solicitor. Apply P. 8., rare journal.
Old United States bonds unchanged
WANTED
Carpenters $4.20 to o per day.
on call.
XKW l'OHK JIOXEV.
Laborers $3.60 to $3.90 per day. 40 laborf
ers
prices:
Closing
for Oklahoma at once.
110
Xew York, July 26. Mercantile pa- South Third. Phone 354. Employment
68
American Beet Sugar
41
American Can
per unchanged; sterling, unchanged; WANTED Teacher for manual tralnjng
American Smelting & Refining. 78
and an all round mechanic. Rio Grands
demand, 4.75
per cent; cables.
4.76
American Tel. & Tel
94
Industrial Sehnol. Box 5US City.
per cent.
19
American Zinc
Francs Demand,
cables, WANTED Machinist
to operate
lathes.
Anaconda Copper
66
guilders, unchanged.
planers, boring mills, etc.. In construcAtchison . i
Lires Demand, 851; cables, 850.
85 H
tion o! electric hoists, crushing and conB4
Bar silver and Mexican dollars, un- centrating machinery for Industries furBaltimore & Ohio
28
Butte & Superior
nishing supplies to our boys "over there."
changed.
Time lonns Strong and unchanged. They are doing their part nobly aiel we
18
California Petroleum
must do our bit at home. 3)enver EngiCall money Weak. High, 5
Canadian Pacific
151
pet-cenneering Works. 3oth & llluko, IKuvcr,
Central Leather
low, 4 per cent; ruling rate, 5
67
TM.
56
per cent; closing bid, SVi per cent; Colo, Phono Main
Chesapeake & Ohio
Mil. & St. Paul
offered at 4 per cent; last loan. 4 per
42
Chicago,
r
Chlno-Coppe.
cent.
40
waitress.
Mecca
WANTED Experienced
Colorado Fuel & Iron
46
Cafe.
Cuba. Cane Sugar
29
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
saleswoman.
WANTED Competent
Tht,
Ki le
15
Kconomlst.
31
Great Northern Ore Ctfs
Kansas City, July 26. Rutter and WANTED The Jameson banltorlutn wants
90
Great Northern pfd
roultry unchanged.
a cook. Phone fifll.
52
Inspiration Copper
Eggs Firsts, 37c; seconds. 32c.
WANTED Competent woman for ; general
Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs
97
housework. 113 North Elm.
33
Kennecott Qoppcr
CHICAGO PKOMICK.
WOMAN
For general housework; no cook.
.Louisville & Nashville
...113
Ing. Address Box 626. Albuquerque.
Mexican Petroleum
99 ',4
Chicago, July 26. Butter Market
WA NTED Competent woman for Irouse-worMiami Copper
29
unchanged.
i'H West Hopper, Phone 1148.
Missouri Pacific
23
Eggs Receipts 9,273 cases. Market
Montana Power
WANTED Comietcnt cook and housekeep65
unchanged.
er must bo clean, no washing. fi09 West
New York Central
71
Potatoes Itcceipls 22 cars. Market
Lead.
Northern Pacific
87
unchanged.
44
Pennsylvania
Poultry Alive,
higher, j Fowls, : WAITED Chambermaid and dining room
Bead and Dolph SanRay Consolidated Copper....... 23
girl. Phono
28'fec; springs, 32 33c.
i
atorium,
',. 88
Reading
LIVESTOCK .MARKETS.
B2V4
Republic Iron & SteeU.
;
WANTED (Ilrl for general housework and
Southern Pacific . . . .'
83
care of children; good wages; no cooking.
Southern Railway
109 South Fourteenth.
23
Chicago IJvcAUK'k.
Texas Company
152
Chicago, July 26. Cattle Receipts WANTED A girl for geneial housowork In
Union Pacific
Beef steers, steady; butcher
'...122 4 8,000.
small family. Apply mornings- - at Ler-ison'IT. s. Industrial Alcohol.
128 H cattle duller tendency lower;
calves
605 North Tenth.
United States Steel
Beef cattle, good, choice.
.107
steady.
01 rt for general housework at
Utah Copper
common,
$17,150)18.45;
$10.50$) WANTED
gi
Cowles, N. M. Upper Peoos. For particu17.00; butcher stock, cows. and Jiclf-er- s,
519 North Second.
t
$7.50f 14.25; canncrs and cutters, lars call at
pCN'S KKVJ.KW.
$8.25 0 7.50;
stockers
and feeders, WANTED Woman cook or cook's assistant
New "York. July 26, Dun's tomor- good, choice, $1 0.00 13.00; inferior,
and man to carry water and care for cow.
row will say:
common, $7.7510.00; ' veal calves, Well (,'ountry Camp 18 miles out. Phone
lio-- r.
.
."Varied as the economic readjust- good and choice, $16.50 17.23.
i
ments have already been, the extenpts
Market TET.EOrtAPH T, Monograph. Bookkeeping.
18,000.
sion of federal domination of trade slow, mostly J6c to 20c lower than
Board, room and tuition may be earned.
and Industry .has continued without yesterday's average. Butchers, $18.45 Macksy Business Colleges, Los Angeles and
Fresno.
Interruption and steadily becomes
18.25; packing,
18.75; light, $18.60
more far reaching In Its Influence. $17.50018.35; rough, $17.20
17.45; WANTED Cook foe poelttou In country
Not only are wants of the government bulk. of sales, $17.8518.75;
about September first. Good proposition
pigs,
' '
for tight party. Apply today. H. R. X.,
greatly exceeding earlier expectations $17.25(S)18.00:
a constantly Inand monopolizing
Sheep Receipts 11,000. "Good to care Journal.
creasing proportion of the nation's best lambs. 60c to 75c lower; medium WANTED Irftdy clerk, not under 25 years
no
calbut
killcis
around $1 lower; sheep steady.
precise
producing capacity
of age, must be good salesman and correct
culation can be made as to the sup-lie- s
at figures. Bennett Indlun Trading Co.,
KansRH City Livestock.
that will be available for ordinary
Fourth and! Gold.
contracts are
uses, and civilian
Kansas City. Julv 26. CattleRe- - WANTED Two strong girls who can read
promptly set aside whenever they In- celpts 2,500. Market strong. Steers,
and write, to assort nnd cneeKV Khort
terfere with work of a special char', $17.fi08l8.35;
westerns.
$12.00fi hours and good wages. Apply Wet Wash
.
'.
acter. Under the conditions, the 16.75; cows, $6.5013.00;
300 North Broadway.
heifers,
state of business obviously can not bo $8.00 15. 00; v feeders. $7.50 iffi 1 6 5: Laundry,
24
under
ladles
Three
young
WANTED
ff
gauged by the usual standards, and calves, $8.00 14.00.
salIfogs-RccelDt- s.
5.000. Market low I to travel. Attractive personalltyrGood
that the notable activity manifested In
Leave Immediately.
and transportation.
many quarters results either directly er, pulk, $18.40 18.75: heavy, $18.50 ary
See Miss Campbell, Hotel Combs, 10 Id 3
'
"'
or indirectly from pressure of war
'
''
I8.1O;, light. $18.401)18.65:
tiles. today.
needs' each week's reports make $17.OOffl17.60,.
7
1.000.
Market
bnecp Receipts
plainer.
FOR SALL
bank"- - clearings, $5J02,-203,732- ." strong.
Lambs. $ 1 5.00 1 8. 60 : year
"Weekly
.
frame
lings,' $11.00
15,50;' wethers. $10.00 FOK WALE Four-roo.modern
13.50; ewes, $U.00p.50. ...
house, sleeping porch and garage. A bar,
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADJi
.
gain. Ill North High.
Denver UvestooL
SALE Nice home, furnished 'and
26.
Denver,
Cattle
of
July
crop
Chicago, .July ?6. fears
Receipts FOR
good paying ousiness. st.vvu, nau vuo.
Market steady.
Beef
steers, Bungalow,
damage from hot winds In the south- 400.
Journal office.
west gave .the corn market a pro- $12.00(gH6.50: cows and heifers, $8.00
FOR SALE Cement block house five rooms
1 1.
and feeders. $7.50
nounced upward swing ' today. The
aleeplng porch, cellar, city water, corner
c to
net 12.50; calves, $11.00 13.50.
close was unsettled
lot one block rrnro car line, bandy to shops
400.
40
to
to
Market
Hogs
Receipts
$1.62
with
$1.53
higher,
August
little cash and $12 per mouth. Call 1301
'
and September $1.53 to $1.54. Oats 35c lower. Top. $18.50; bulk. $18.25 aRnuth
Aeoi Phone lanA-W- ,
' "
18.50.
'
finished He to
1'
up and provisions
'
Bo
600.
down
to 70c.
Market
Sheep
Kecelpt
,
i

569;

A,

COLDKflHS

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

ATTOKXKVS

JOHN W. HI I.NO N
Attorney
Rooms 15. 17 nnd 19.
Cromwell Building
l;hone 1172.
iifllliCY
RODKV
Attorneys nt I,nw
Suite 3. Law Library Building
BF.NTIHTi
hll. J. U. KHAKI'
Bentol Surgeon
Phone 744
Burnett Building
Rooms
Appointments Made by Mall
'

iCrrc.'orr

Dcntikt

Rooms
rilYHHIANH

Mellnl
AND
11.""

Building

..

HtHUKONM

i;
l.lmlled to

v7t7.ihi'iiv7

Tuberculosis Wright
opposite postol'fice. Office hotits.
3
to
2
10 to
a. in..
p. m. Phone, office
3H7-residence S07-Bit. M ARt.A II ET 7l" "V.X HTM IllVi HT
Practice Uniltrd to Women's and Children's IMseases
1151 E. Central Phone 571. AJuquerqu. N.M.
"
BUS. Tl M, eTlJ AK K
to
Bur, Nueo and..
F.yr,
Limited
Pnietlie
THROAT '
S to 6
12:
10
to
Offlcn Hours:
State National Bank Building
lilt. N.W.VH (OK HI
Practice Limited to Children.
Office Rooms 1 and 2. Wright Bldg.
Fourth and Oold,
Hours 3 p in. to 5 P. m.
S,1?-"."-Besldewee 1'h.ine lU.

I'rsetlte

building:

13

Mwcellaneoua.

REN1

FOR

eSeaP
HORSES and Riga to Jemes Springs;
. oarcia, uus "wrates.
FOR itKNT 70 acres good pasture; $3 per
'inonlh. Doldc's Ranch. 4 miles south of
town.
auto truck express
FOR "SALE Two-to"f condibody. Eight months old in best
tion. 407 South. Seventh.
central location
Foil RENT Ideal theater
e,.M,tv
for business.
seats '45. Apply Arthur Evcrltl, Jeweler,

..l;..l

'

AlhnunerqiM

FOR SALE

Automobile.
"in

J'jYTruTk7o7

first-claa- a

condition. Pivnno jina-j- .
Mitchell, nearly
FOR SALI4
r..
new. Cosh, terms or trails. Phone
FOK'mTvToH TRaFiK 1913 Harley-Dav-.- ,
or will trade
-t 00 cash
loson iu"L, ijm'i tf.
for repeating shotgun 13. .. care Journal.

FOR RENT

OfFic

Room.

FOR RENT- Offices IS suite or slngls
UpstalrSI over WOOiWonna sior.
office
i?iR KEN1 $ fronl connecting
room over Ootden Rule Store. Ingulre

Rom

tl

PERSONAL.
UAUl
hi

reasou

r will
ilnys
rates- - Phone see

A MAN of clean life aud purposes and wllh
some property wishes to meet a cultured
woman of middle ago who la matrimonially

Inclined. Address
Journal.

Jim Blanc, caro Morning
'

CARPENTERING.

Phons

MAIL BTAdE
eall anywhers
any

time.

Lv. Silver City 7 a.m.: ar. Mogollon 1 p.m.
Lv. Mog'dlon 7 a.m.! ar. Silver City
p m.
Best equipped auto livery In southwest.
MOTOR TRANSIf
J1KNNETT
CO,
Sliver City, N, M.

TIME CARDS.

ATCHISON, TOPFKA

SANTA
CO.

r

sLAJX-WA-

T

Wsstbouswl.
Class.
Arrives'
Pepane,
T :10 pm.
1:10 pm,
The Boout
I. California Limited ..11:45 am. U:4S pm.
10:41 am. ILllsm.
7. Fargo Fast
1:J0 am.
(,Th Navao
Soathbonaa.
801. Rt Paso Ktpreas
In :1V pan.
07. El Paso Kx press ... v
U :41am
f
Xaesboand.
1. The Koowt
l:Ham.
7:am.
1 Ths rJavaJo
pm, 1:40 pm.
4. California Limited .. 41:00 pre. 7:0 pm.
I. aata Fa. Bight,.. . .t: pm. 14: It pas.
yiwa bVsbIss.
ansae City an Chi. at a, 7:
tiff.
aea.
Kaasas
aasl Cklaaca, fill nas, .
Mi.
No.
1.

.........
....

l:t

I

atf

t:laa

EIGHT
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
818 WEST CENTRAL

I EPF GIRL

AVE.

Plumbers Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners
GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

ABSOLUTELY
815.

CHARGES ASSAULT

mm

N. M.

MORE PEACHES
Will lip in this morning.
Lemon;; are lower ni'W, dozen
Apples ii rr cheap. Expect Apricots mill Crapes.
Tomatoes arc fine. Price is n .special, 2 lie.....
(Ireun Chili, Mango Peppers.
Heinz Sweet Pickles, dozen
The pickle that pleases each and every guest.

Warrant Is Issued for His Arrest but Police Find He Has
Left City; Penalty From 5 to

Vie

20 Years

13c

new honey

H

om

STORE

II. WARD
815 Marble Avenue.

Con, anil South
'.
Phono

Phone

Walter,

.

c.

IN

"The
Scarlet
Drop"

on which the war
made by tho
nolher of the girl, and resulted from
the discovery of the girl Thursday
after an exhaustive search for twenty- four hours l y the police and the girl s

570

parents.
In her statement to the district
yesterday the girl said she had
ride with
cone ' for an automobile
Pulliam, who she believed, was to
take her to Isleta. She said he took
her, however, to the Sawmill saloon
Thrro she Raid she met friends of
Pulliam and other women, and the
party danced until early Thursday

n.lisis

HELD OM CHARGE

Adults
Children

.

Clarence A. Hodges, formerly an
employe of the Phillips garage, 313
East Silver avenue, was arraigned before Judge W. XV. MeClcllan in police
court yesterday morning on a charge
of burglary and larceny. He was
bound over to the action of the grand

,10c
5c

jury.

Tins War Tux

Home Pressed Spring Chickens
and Hens, Vcul, Mutton, llccf,
Pork.
lettuce. CucumGitoh
bers, Squash. Corn. Ebb I'liuit.
Chill.
Mangers,
Peaches, Plums, GrupcH,
',

(ji-rr-

Apples,

f

Hummus,

Matteucci, Palladino&Go.

f

GROCERIES AND MEATS
8
001 W. Tijerus. Phones
495-49-

i

Strong. Brothers f
Undertakers

PROMPT SERVICE.
75.

I'HONK

LOCAL ITEMS
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafo.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi, Phone 273.
Dr. Nathan Boyd of Las Cruccs was

Li Albuquerque

yesterday.
J. P. Archuleta left Thursday night
for Chama, N. M. Ho will make his
home there.
Holm O. Bursum of Socorro, N. M.,
returned to his homo yesterday after
a short stay here.
The Girl Scouts will hold their
weekly meeting in the armory at 3
o'clock tliis afternoon.
Horn yesterday morning to Dr. and
Mrs. a. H. liner of Mountainair, at
St.

Hi

hi
j
I

Joseph's sanatorium, a daughter.

eot-Ihis- o,
s.

a
SUITS CLEANED,

gentrys'egqs

cot-

at

Wliit-ney-

s.

W. 8. B.

No matter what you
want, you'll, .save, money
by; using

Journal wants.

BinNErfWH0UsTR00MS
819

9

South First. Phone 221.
W.B-fc- .

,

NOTICK.

'

having left my board and
room without cause, I will not be responsible for any ' debt contracted by
'
A. S. DA.UMER,
bee
. .
My wife

IX

"Ghost of
Yesterday

Phone 710.

518-51-

CO.
W. Central

5

NORMA

TALMADGE.

g

From (lie Piny, "Two Women"
By Rupert Unifies

TO AVOID THE CROWD COME TO MATINEE
ALSO TWO REEL KEYSTONE COMEDY

Chester Conklin in "CINDERS OF LOVE"
;

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!
i

j

Matinee,

Children

to 6

5c; Adults 10c
Children 10c; Adults 15c

Nights, 6 to 11
.

British Canadian Recruiting
Mission

THEATER

George Roslington
Resident Officer

DOUBLE BILL TODAY

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

FOR SALE
Furniture of a
house, Including range und kitchen utensils;
all sanitary and almost new; at 819
North Eleventh. Phone 2138--

HENRY B, WALTHALL

J.

FOR RENT.
Fine office rooms formerly occupied by the cattle sanitary board.
For. full information call at J. Kor-be- r
& Co., 220

West Second.

and

MARY CHARLf SON

in

'Burning the Candle
Five Pari Perfection

WANTED
Experienced man to take charge
of colton goods anil linen depart
ment In city. Apply X'oslofflce Box

"VENGEANCE AND THE WOMAN"
f

209, City.

RUMMER APPLES
FOR SALE
Wo have a very large crop of
them and all orders will he greatly appreciated.
For prices write
or cull at
LA SALLE RANCH
Phone Red 2, L. Grow, Mgr.
Bernalillo, N. M.

SHEEP FOR SALE

to

6

6

to 11.

Last Episode Today

.......10c

Admission...;....

........

. .

.Adults 15c; Children

AT
PDVQT
jtxl olAJL

10c

TODAY ONLY

5

CENTS

"THE LION'S CLAWS"

We have the best bargains In the
In breeding ewes, both In
heavy and light shearers. If In
the market for sheep write us. We
also have fine pure bred rams for
immediate or future delivery. Wm.
L. Staley & Co., Second street and
Gold Avenue.
i

With Marie W'nlcnmp

state

X

1

AlPpersons wishing to enlist In the
British or Canadian forces are requested to call on the undorsigned.

FANCY

Look Over the List Yon May
Find Just What You Want.
One Overland Touring
$100
One
Overland Touring,
$275
One Overland Roadster. .. .$150
one Overland
touring (in excellent condition) almost new
$800
One Kurd Touring
$3,r0
One Dodge Touring
$200
MANY
AMONG
BARGAINS
Till: ABOVE. CALL AND
THEM OVER

s

Fifty feet guarantee!

NORMA

In the heart of the
city for Bale cheap. Rents for 1 25.
Sale price going down $100 each
month, from $3,000 to $2,600. first
of next month $2,400. Apply 419
West Copper. J. W. Karnes.

831--

KISTLER-OVERLAN- D

SC1IEXCK

True love transitu ins a wanton cabaret singer 7iuo J uoinun with it
licurl of sold. A play in which love redeems a waster's lire from
into u serious
,
stirring drama in ivhlch love overcomes Uic empty glitter of cabaret life.

LOOK

USED CAR SALE

f

M.

Presents

1

Funeral services for Miss Hazel CHILDRENADVlSEDT0
Vandersypt, 27 years old, who died
BE VACCINATED SOON
at the home of her parents, 1239
West Central avenue ,at 7:20 o'clock
.
Thursday morning, will be held in
who have children who will
Parents
the residence at i o'clock tomorrow enter the city schools for the first
nfternon. The Rev. Mr. Gass will of- time when the fall term opens Sepficiate. Burial will be In Fairview tember 3 are advised to
have them
cemetery. Thomas Blakcmore will be vaccinated within the next few days
in charge.
"In this way," said Superintendent
Miss Vandersypt came to Albuquer- John Milne las
night, "much time and
que six years ago from Chicago. In grief mav bo saved."
was
In
that city she
widely known
The state law requires that children
musical circles and made a prominent be vaccinated before
entering school.
in
conherself
for
church
and
place
cert singing. She also was an accomFifty feet guarantee!
plished business woman nnd was at
.00. On sale today ut Whit-neyone time secretary of the Economy
XV. 8. 8.
Engineering Compny of Chicago. Her
death la mourned by a large circle of
Don't neglect the "Two-Bit- "
Red
friends.
tmu Club. Join tndaf.
w. 8. a.
DRAFT MEN MAY NOT
Persons who wli to renew or take
out membership! In the Red Cross
ENLIST IN NAVY NOW ran do
so by calling at Strong's Book
Store, O. A. Matson A CO., Grlnishaw'i
Men who are In Class 1 of the draft or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
aro to be barred from enlistment In the chairman of the Membership comthe navy or marine corps, according mittee. No. 13SI-to orders received by the local board
yesterday. Heretofore releases werS
granted men who wished to cntol CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
these branches of the military ser'
PHONE 587
, .
vice.
.
in connection with the orders was
M. WILLIAMS
B.
the statement that approximately
1,000 men are to be called during Rooms 1 and Dentist
S. Whiting Building
August and that Albuquerque's quota
Phone No. 084.
will be as heavy In that month as In
Corner Second and Gold.
July. The board also was ordered not
to release men for work In the shipPon't neglect the Two-Bit- "
Red
yards until they were sure they would Cross Club. Join today.
be able to fill the
quotas.

ton hose, $fl.M). On sale tenia y

JOSEPH

Furnished homo

WEST CENTRAL

Phone

70

D

ANYTHING'

ALONSO

MARRON
821

--

.

I

"

Farm: Labor Agent

"W"

HAULS- -

DR.

Office.

FARM LABORERS
WANTED

.

SPRINGER

To Replace That Broken Window
Glass.
LIMBER OU.
ALBUQUERQUE
423 N. First. '
Phone 421.

GRIMSHAW'S

Complaint against the man was
filed by H. T. Phillips, proprietor of
the garage. Phillips told the police
that some nights ago his cash register was robbed. He said this occurred
on two occasions and that he decided
to watch the garage. With another
employe he secreted himself on a dark
porch across the street from the garage. He testified hp saw Hodges go
to tho cash register just before he
left the garage. When Hodges left the
garage, Phillips and the other employe went into the garage and found
tho register hnd not been robbed.
themselves when
They secreted
they heard a noise at the rear door of
the garage. Phillips said Hodges
v
passed through the garage, after
climbing
through a window from
which he pushed the glass. He de- SANTA FE MEN ADD $80
clares the man went to the register
SALVATION ARMY FUND
and took a J10 t ill. Phillips threw a
light on the intruder and held him
at the point of a revolver until Capt.
Officials of the Salvation
Army
Pat O'Grady arrived
from police drive yesterday announced that an
headquarters.
additional $S0.25 had been reported
In court Hodgfs said he returned
Santa Fe employes.
to the garage to put away a can of by J. J. Hcaney
and C. R. Casey reoil which had been left on the floor
ported the additional subscriptions
and which he faired would be over wtoich
were obtained from tho station
truned.
force, telegraph office, general yard
XT n.
masters, switchmen, coachyard emVANDERSYPT FUNERAL
ployes, freight offices, freight hous
and platform employes, carmen at
TO BE HELD SUNDAY Abajo
yard and office men at Abajo.

Walter V. Morgan enlisted In tho
coast artillery at the army recruiting
station hcie yesterday. He left for El
Paso last .light.
Dr. V. K. Lovelace will leave thin
morning for Santa Fe, where he has
been called on. professional business.
He will return this afternoon.
XV. H. Smith, Lillian Smith and C.
C. Jackson of Canon City, Colo., arrived In Albuquerque yesterday, having made the trip by automobile.
Sergeant Arthur Coran of the El
Paso recruiting office for the army
arrived In Albuquerque yesterday to
take charge of the local station.
Guy Hamilton, county agent for
Bernalillo county, .has submitted his
resignation to the state college. .Ho
August
says he intends to enter the army
1.
YOUR HAULING
TONS
abouty October
DEAfHSlliD
FUNERALS
Edward NT. Kavanaugh .inspector
Is Motorized by Henry's Delivery.
of grazing for the southwestern disPhone 039.
trict of the forest service here, has
Louis Bright.
-- w.
s.
Louis Bright, 30 years old, died at
been promoted to chief of grazing
$1
In the district forester's office at 2 o'clock yesterday ,, morning followPortland, Ore. He will leave for his ing an illness from abscess. He came
suit
Four
$1.25.
pretsed
to
new duties August 10.
Albuquerque from Fort Worth, Contract
plan. Columbia Cleaning Co,
Sunday. Funeral services were
Representatives of the labor union Tex.,
Delivery. Phone 6M.
held
in the Strong Bros.' chapel at
2
216
will meet at Painters hall,
South Second street, at 10 o'clock o'clock yesterday afternoon. The Rev.
tomorrow morning to discuss plann E. N. Bullock, rector of St. John's
Episcopal church officiated. Burial
for a. labor day celebration. Members was
Hawkins, Skinner, Champion, Con-ro- y
In Fairvieweemetery.
and Son Jose' Market; Site dozen.

I

Let Us Send a Man

morning.
The girl said she does not rememlien Crowt Club.
Join the "Two-lw- i
ber clearly just what happened. She
said she lost consciousness after drinkARMIJO'S TAXI LINK
ing liquor in the saloon and that she
remembers leaving the saloon with
Two large cars at your service, day
the men in a motor car. She says she and
night Cheap rales by the hour.
next remembers the party's entering
PHONE 414.
a house where there was a profusion
HELIVEBY
AND
of Indian blankets on the floor and FREE CALL
BATCH'S OLD STAND
where she was met by two women
-- W. S. V- whose hair hung down their backs.
That Is all she remembers until she
awoke, again in the Sawmill saloon,
FOR QUICK SERtflCE
and found pnrt of her clothing had
''23 West Copper.
been taken off.
Phone 601.
TV. a. .
After regaining consciousness the
3
saloon
until
at
the
remained
girl
Livery and saddle horses. Trimble's
o'clock Thursday afternoon. Then a Red
Barn.
taxlcab called for her and took her to
W. w. .
Old Albuquerque, whore she
spent
"Two-Bit- "
the afternoon with persons she knew.
She boarded a cxr for her home at
night and left the car at Seventh
street. The police mot the car at
Fifth street and later found the girl
walking on North First street.
The charge against Pulliam Is a
statutory one and is equivalent to an
assault charge. Tho minimum penalty Is five years in the penitentiary
and the maximum is twenty years Im
The police say Pulliam
The Real Hoover Candy j
J
prisonment.
is married and
lives at 106 North
Chocolate Shop Chocolates
Kiehth street.
Sheriff Rafael Garcia nnd Deputy
i
Sheriff Alberto Garcia conducted a
raid on the Sawmill saloon Thursday
i
Second
Central
and
Three women were arrested
night.
"Grlmshaw Wants to See Yon"
who gave their names as Elsie Brown,
Taylor,
Sylvia Green and . Beatrice
were arrested. They were arraigned
before Justice of the Peace P. Martinez yesterday
morning and were
fined $! each and costs. Sheriff Gar-"i- a
c
announced that he will go before
the countv commissioners
and ask
that the license of tho saloon be revoked, busing his request on the fact
Are
that the young girl was detained there Many Good Propositions
with tho knowledge of the proprietor,
Open Now. See
The police said yesterday
uction
may bo taken against two other men
who were connected with the disap- OFFICE
pearance and detention of the girl MORNING JOURNAL
t
'
Wednesday night
m.-

--

STRONG IILK.I COPPER
AND SECOND.

bono 1110

W. Cent ml

Pay your
Red Cross dues. This is
a duty you should not
neglect.

OF GARAGE THEFT

GOOD COMEDY REEL

For Sale Bakery
A good paying proposition doing $3,000 per
month business, in live
town in New Mexico.
Reason for selling
partner in army. Inquire Box 50, Journal

Bryant's Delivery

Special Feature

A I .SO A

Vi

COOLEST PLACE IN TOWN

The

miles.

Co.

TALMADGE

The eomolaint

rant whs issued was

,

MOLLY MALONE

3ai

gn.OOO

Lh2t

TIMF TODAY

House of High Class Pictures and Music

recently purchased a
Reo for stage route from Silver
City to Mogollon. Why?
Gibson of Socorro recently purchased three Reos for mountain
taxi service.
COOPER MtTOR CO.
Distributors for New Mexico
Coleman Blank Garage

return.

Ernest Davis, who for eleven years
has been agent of the Pullman company here will leave Monday night
for San Anlonin, Tex., where he will
enlist as a truck driver In the army.
Mr. Davis Is Exalted Ruler of the
Elks lodge hero and Is widely known
in tlie city.

AND

from 10,000 to

2BTH

l.V

I ACT

D

d

Bennett

SPECIAL RATES

yesterday but found
that he had left the city. They say
his arrest will immediately follow his

Central avenue.

kHARRY CAREY'

,11

S

to locate Pulliam

of all unions in the city arc invited
to attend.
of Galveston,
Mrs. Will Howell
Tex., and .Mrs. Herbert Smith, of San
I'ernailino, Calif., are visiting at the
home of their father, William Phillips
on North Second street, and at their
sister's, Mrs. George Weiser, on East

LYRIC
TODAY

over-size-

The Queen City College of Dressmaking

Prison,

Charging n felonious crime against
girl, committed while
she was under the influence of liquor,
i warrant was Issued by the district
attorney vesterday, for the arrest of
The police attempted
Mark Pulliam.

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROLERT JONES

n

v,

t

a

25c I :i rK Comb, eacli
Light Comb, t'iirh
;)
In spite cif all the advances our price mi high glade butter remains to15c.
day,
U. S. Food Lifeline No.

WARD'S

in

If you want one of these beautiful
cars at present price it will be
NECESSARY TO APPLY SOON
Remember the Reo Is the car
of
parts throughout. Ask
for booklet by New Mexico owners who have driven their ears

small frame house at the rear of
the Igh school building. Purchaser must move the building immediately. Scaled bids will bo received up to and including July 31) at
the office of the Board of Education In the high school. The right
to reject any or all bids is reserved.
A

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
PHONE

ine New Model Reo Four

FOR SALE

"A LIMB OF SATAN"
Three Pnrt Feature

"YOUR BOY AND MINE"
Conieily

Skinner's Grocery
GRAPES

APRICOTS

BANANAS

YELLOW PEACHES

GRAPE FRUIT
CANTALOUPES

PLUMS
PEARS.

4 pounds Red

June Apples.

Santa Fe Currants, basket.
Large Tomatoes, pound, 15c;
Head Lettuce, Mangoes, Celery.

.25
80c
Basket, 65c

Phones 60, CI, 63

Gallup Lump
CerrUIos Lump

All

People

This house of good shoes is a shoe store ready
to meet the shoe requirements of everybody
with the best of shoes. If there is astore in
this vicinity that sells better shoes at any given
price, provides a better service, goes to greater
extremes to give the patrons the best shoe
values for their money, we arc not aware of
the fact.
Regardless of the great advance in the cost of
all kinds of footwear, we still offer our patrons
splendid values the best shoes obtainable at
v.
J
any stated price.
All our Men's Shoes from;".
$3.50 Up j
.

Skinner
205 South First Street

HahnCoal Co.

Shoe Store For

-

v; NATIONAL BISCUIT CRACKERS
CHASE & SANBORN TEAS AND COFFEE
'
'
CACTUS BUTTER
..

,

J. A.

A

Gallup Store

OerrlUoa Stovs

PHONE M
AOTHRACrTE, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAt.
Coke, Mill Woo. Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling,

Win.

All
All
All
All

our
our
our
our

,

Women's Shoes, from , . . ; f ?$2,00
Boys' and Girls' Shoes' from. $2.00
$1.50
Children's Shoes from.
50c
.
...
....
Babies' Shoes from.

Up;
Up
Up
Up

If you desire the best of value in shoes at a moderate price or the very
limit of Bhoe luxury if you desire a careful, painstaking service-co- me
to this shoe store for all people.

